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Extending the Challenge:

Workirg Toward .a Common Body of Practice for'Teachers

Concerned educators( have always wrestled with issues of excellence

and professional development. It is argued, in the paper "A Common Body

of Practice for Teachers: The Challenge of Public Law 94-142 to Teacher

Educatiow,"it that the Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975

provides the necessary impetus for a concerted reexamination o'f teacher

education. Further, it tis argued that this reex nation should enhance

the process Of establishing a body of knowledge common to the members of

the teaching profession. 'The paper continues, then, by outlining clus-

ters of capabilities that may be included in the common body of knowledge.

These clusters of capabilities _provide the basis for the following mate-

rials.

The materials are oriented toward assessment and development. First,

7-7
the various components, rating scales, self-assessments, sets of objectives,

and respeCtiv'e rationale and knowledge bases are designed to enable

teacher educators to assess current practice relative to the knowledge,

skills, and commitments outlined in the aforementrnned paper. The assess-
,

ment is conducted not necessarily to determine.the wOthiness of a program

or practice, but rather to reexamine current practice in order to articu-

late essential common elements of teacher education. In effect then, the

"challenge" paper and the ensuing materials incite further discussion

'regarding a common body of practice for teachers.

Published by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education,
Washington, DC, 1980 ($5.50).
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_Second and closely aligned to assessment is the developmental per-

spectiVe offered by these materials.. The assessment process allows the

A

ustr to view current practice on 4 developmental continuum. Therefore,

desired or more appropriate practice is readily identifiable. On another,-

perhaps more important dimension, the "challenge" paper and these materials

focus discussion on preservice teacher education.,. In making decisions

regarding a common bay of practice it is essential that specific

knowledge; skill and commitment ti acquired at the preservice level. ?It

is also essential that other additional specific knowledge, skill, and

commitment be acquired as a teacher' is inducted- flit° the profession and

matures with years of experience. Differentiating among these'levels of

4

professional development is paramount. These materials can'be used in

forums in which focused discussion Will explicate better the necessary

elements of preservice teacher education. This explication will then

allow more productive discourse on the-necessary capabilities of begin-

ning teachers and the necessary capabilities of experienced teachers.'

In brief, this work is an effort to capitalize on the creative

ferment of the teaching profession in striving toward excellence and pro-

fessional development. The work is to be viewed as evolutionary and

formative. Contributions from our colleagues are heartily welcomed.

3
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This paper presents one module in a series of resource materials
-

which are designed for use by teacher educators. The genesis of these

materials is in the ten "clusters of capabilities," outlined in the

paper, "A Common Body of Practice for Teachers: The Challenge of

Public Law 94-142 to Teacher Education," which form 'the proposed core

of professional knowledge needed by professional teachers who 'will

practice in. the world of tomorrow. The resource materials are to be

used by teacher educators to reexamine and enhance-their current prac-
.

4ice in preparing classroom teachers to work coTpetently old comfortably

with children who have a vide'range-of individual needs. Each module..

provides fufther elaboration of a specified "cluster of c4abilities" -

in this case, life skills for-1104-endent living.

1$
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4'

- tify what can be expected as a result-of working through '
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7t,
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OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, you will be able to:.

1. Identify the major "life skills" needed for successful adult

functioning.

2. ,Describe instructional procedures and a cufriculum that will

provide students with life skills.

3. Explain the linkage of-the concepts of career education and life

skills education.

4.. Explicate the functions and relationships of the school, family,

and community in life skills edUcation.

5. Describe procedures that can be sed to assess student's life
9

'skills ability level.

REASONABLE OBJECTIVES FOR TEACHER EDUCATION

Every teacher-preparation student will:
-fr

1. Have an understanding of the critical "life skills" students will need

after the.), leave the school, system.

f.

2. Have understanding of wayslitheir teaching subject can be utilized to
ti

prepare students in various life skill areas.

3. HaVe a commitment to teaching in ways that will enhance the "life

skills" ofItheir stuOnts as an importAnt aspect of instruction.

-v-
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RATING SCALE FOR THE TEACHER PREPARATION PROGRAM

Cheek the'statement that best describes the level of your present teacher

preparation grogram on the topic of LIFE SKILLS EDUCATION.

1. Teacher. preparation students have no introduction to LIFE

SKILLS EDUCATION-arid hay their subject matter field or teaching

role can be related'to its provision.

'Teacher preparation,students have been introduced minimally to

LIFE SKILLS EDUCATION in perhaps one course but there has been

no b7.-4d exposure in the various specia fields.
K

3. Teacher preparation students have ,received a bisoad orientation

to LIFE SKILLS EDUCATION and are able to state a rationale for

such education.

--m

4. Teacher preparation stidents have had good and sufficient

learning experiences in their classes relative to LIFE SKILLS

EDUCATION,' including some simulated experience in applications.

Teacher interns are well prepa -ed apd able to apply the LIFE

SKILLS EDUCATION approach at -'heir practice teaching school.

O
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SELF-ASSESSMENT

1. Define "life skills" education and its linkage to the concept o'f.

career education.

2. List whit you would consider to

skills."

114

the major components of "life

..

3. Describe what could be done in "life skill" education in:

a. a typical 3rd grade class.

On,

b. a high school English class.

c. operating the junior high school athletic program.

10
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LIFE SKILLS FOR INDEPENDENT LIVING

Conventional American education generally has focuSed on academic topics.

Students are taught'skills in reading, spelling, and arithmetic to enable

'them to study language arts, history, social science's, and mathematics.

These areas of learning obviously are important and should be taught, but

children'and youth have a second set of educational needs which also must be

met. They are the lifd skills.)Usually, life skills curricula are considered

to be part of what Sidney Main-lamd, former U. S. Commissioner of Education,

called "career education.,"

In 1981_the National School Boards Association (NSBAIIslifVeyed 810

board members across the country to ascertain the issues with which school

boards were most concerned. The respondents were asked to rank 10 topics.

Which one did they rank first? Career education!

The choice of "career education" as the number one instructional
concern of school boards indicates that boards are more inter-

ested in providing students with a "back to basic's" education
than with courses in what might be considered "frill" areas.
The prevailing opinion among students is similar: they want an

education that will provide them with the knowledge and, perhaps
even more significantly, the skills that will lead to well-pay-

ing jobs. .The projected cutbacks in federal funding of certain
education programs have sparked beards to re-evaluate and recon-
sider where their priorities should lie when establishing the
educational goals of the school system. (NSBA, 1981, p. 11)

The remaining 'nine topics were ranked as follows: (2) education for handi-

"capped students; (3) education.for gifted and talented students; (4) drug

education; (5) citizenship education; (6) energy education; (7) i'ex*educa-
.

tion; (8) global education; (9) adult education; and (10) bilingual educa-

tion (NSBA, 1981).



The U. S. Chamber of Commerce (1975. repoited that 24% of the students

attending secondary schools in the United StatesArop out of the educatibnal

system. The authors argued that carOer'education for all students can reduce

the gap between unrealistic educational programs and career.needs, and can

provide StuCients, especially 'those whO otherwise mightleave-schOol early

with insight into, informdtion on, and motivation to pursue. specialized

training as well as professional education.'

Career education focuses on the full development of the inoividual and

his-or her ability to engage in all productive and.neseg-tary work roles,

whether as students, paid or _volunteer workers, in homemaking,. avocations,

or retirement, and in careers. Hoyt (1980) described career eduCation in

the following terms:

o Rooted ;in the four letter word "work" and in education/work

relationships.

o An effort intended to be applicable to all persons at all

age levels, including Ill kinds of educational settings.'

o An effort that demands the joint participation of the edu-

cation system and the broader community;

o Focuses on preparing students for unpaid as well as paid

work activities. (pp. 9-10)

Vocational preparation is only one aspect of career education:' Career educa-

tion itself is a broad concept that encorAsses all the working roles and re-

quirements one may encounter in a lifetime as an independent ember of a

community with employment needs. Career education is not intended to replace

c

traditional education but, rather, to bolster, it and to assure that the

skills needed for functioning in the mainstream community are included.

As an aspect_ of career education Life Skills instruction,encompasses

skills necessary for 1) daily living, such as food preparation, mobility and

clothing care;. 2) personal - social skills, as in self-confidence, interpersonal
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communication and cooperative problem solving; and 3) occupational guidance
A

and preparation, -as represented, for examle, in good work habits and occupa-

tional planning. -These are matters of importance to all students and they

require attention by all educators. To be sure some students will attain the

necessary insights and skills almost incidentally through rich life experi-

ences. For some students, much of the necessary instruction will be provided

by parents and other family members. However, in many cases, the schools

must work systematically on life skills and seek collaboration in the process

from families and'community agencies as well. 'Ithis kind of broad and sys-

tematic approach is often necessary in the case of handic ped students.

,/

Even for the main group of students the assumption that they can understand

and obtainvbanking services on their own is unfounded; and the belief that

basic math skills will generalize into intelligent buying is true for only

a few.

The Need for Life Skills Preparation

The importance of giving close attention, to the learning of critical

life skills in the case of handicapped students is suppOrted by the results

of several studies.

1. Schalock and Harper (1978) evaluated the post-program success of 131

clients that ranged from,normal to severely mentally retarded who had com-

pleted the Mid-Nebraska Adult Program. The program offered instruction in

the basics of self-care, communication, pre-academics, and independent living

skills. The investigators found t4t one major reason some clients,failed

was inappropriate social behavior and lack of adequate independent living

skills.' Nearly all the clienik who did not succeed in rented homes or apart-

ments were those who were unable to manage their money, keep their homes

clean, or prepare meals.

0
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2. In a study of mentally retarded perNns living in the mainstream

community, Snell (1979) concluded that the chronological age of 21 should not

be regarded as the end of schooling for such persons. According to Snell,

[The] skills for success in vocational and independent living

domains are distinctly different. Teaching one domain does not

'preempt the vother Most high school programs ignore or "under-
, teach" independent living skills to retarded students and it

appears to be these skill omissions (budgeting, cooking, and

household cleanliness) that later bring problems sufficient to
necessitate costly residential dependence upon normal adults.

(P.

3. In a follow-up study of former student-patients of a rehabilitation

hospital, Vogel (1975) examined the characteristics of .those who were (a)

unemployed, (b) students, and (c) employed. The unemployed group was found

.
to be more_likely to be living at home with their parents; lest likely to be

'able to perform certain personal care tasks; less mobile; and less,activp

socially. Among the 11 characteristics identified by Vogel as typicalof

mature vocational'and social adjustment were daily living skills, such as

having the opportunity to perform household tasks (e.g., making a bed, setting

a table) and to live independently.

Opportunities for learning daily living skills are often unavailable to

persons with handicaps because of the'nature ofstheir disability. A blind

individual, for example! does not have the same opportunity as his or her

sighted peers to learn daily living skills (e.g., food preparation) from

watching a parent. Because the learning that can occur through this form

of modeling is not available to the blind person, specific instruction in

these skills is necessary. In additiorOpelatives seldom encourage a handi-

capped person to participate in household or personal care activities to ac-

quire skills; they may find it easier to do things for the handicapped family

member rathei' than to help the individual to learn the skills, or they may

fail to recognize,the individual's potential to learn.

14'
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Case studies and research findings also indicate that handicapped

individuals need training in personal-socialkskills to function independently

\ in the community. In the follow-up study by Vogel (1975), the,former student-

patients identified the following several experiences in the personal-social

realm as.important to developing social and vocational maturity: the oppor-

tunity to associate with nonhandicapped people of the-same age, opportunity

to learn social graces, and the chance to talk to someone about a personal

problem.
4

The importance of learning socially appropriate bOhavior is illustrated
011

in Lotte Moisd's (19 5) account of her experiences while raising her mentally

retarded child. She stressed the importance of expecting appropriate and re-

.

C

sponsible.behavior from a child who is mentally retarded just as one, would

from any other child. She advocated allowing a retarded youngster to take

the risks that are inevitable in learning appropriate and responsible behavibr.

Of course we worry that someone might hurt her [hef-.daughter's]..
feelings, cheat her when she shops, or take advantage -of tier
trusting affection, but we also recognize that we cannot let our
worry become her straightjacket, that we must not cheat hep'of .

her right to failure, as.integral a component of growth as is
success. (p. 30)

In a paper presented to the 98th Annual Meeting of the American Associa-
,

tion on Mental Deficiency, Perske (1974) described the impirtance of helping

retarded individuals to deal appropriately with specific details of social

situations. He noted especially the potential dangers for such individuals

if they do not understand the intricacies of interrelationships.

A4young man from an institution accepted a'working contract as a
pot washer in a cafeteria. He learned his working routine and

carried it out well. But there were soma hidden parts of the

interdependency'that he didn:t understand. He wanted the wait-
,

resses to like him, so he put his hands on their shoulders. The

result was the opposite. The boss was getting angry when he
heard about it: Finally, a helping person in the form of one of

the waitresses t00% him aside and 'very carefully explained what
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it did to the waitresses when he "put his hands on the cloth."
This helping person further helped him to see he didn't need to
talk so loudly in order to get attention now that he 'Wes out of
the ipstitution. This waitress continued to clarify the many

quid ro quo actions that he neecOd to understand if healthy
interdependent relations as a team member in this cafeteria
would be fulfilled. Three years have passed. And this young
man has increased his skill of interacting with others. (p. 6)

John liked little children. Now, at, the' age, of 24 he' stopped

to visit with little children all up and down the street. In

a sense, this was understandable ,since he had worked for ten
years as a resident helper on an infant ward, changing diapers
and feeding smell retarded children. Jt was hard for him to
understand that parents didn't take kindly to having a strange
man stop to show kindnesses to their children. It was John's
citizen advocate who had to 4plain why it wasn't accepted and
to explain why he should be careful where he placed his hands.
Every tiny aspect of an adult strange man's relationship with
children on the street had to be clarified. (p.- 7)

tO

Perske concluded that in case after case it could be shown that "hidden

specifics...must be recognized and clarified by helping persons whether they

1
be parents, vocational, trainers, counselors, teachers, citizen advocates,

youth advocates, fellow Akers, neighbors, friends, ministers, policemen,
C

to name only a few" (p. 7).

Students with special learning problems and needs do nothave the range .

'of 'community experiences that their nonhandicapped peers have'; for example,

they seldom hold part-time jobs and are often excluded from many common so-

cial interactions. Others are less able than their peers to generalize pre-

vious learning to new situations. Some are so uncomfortable in approaching
c

new social situations andfor are so concerned with demonstrating what they

feel.may be seen as incompetence that they gb to great lengths to avoid un-

"familiar activities.

At,

Toward a Life Skills Curriculum Approach

In recent years, a consideAblenumber of life skills curriculums have

been developed for handicapped and other students with special learning

lt;
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problems. A partial list is presented in Appendix A. Ore large-scale attempt

to identify the critical life ,skills (or competencies) that are needed by

such student's involved 12 school districts and over 350 educators across the

Country. The project, which my associates and.I conducted at the University

of Missouri - Columbia, culminated in a curriculum guide, Life-Centered Career

Education: A Competency -Based Approach (Brolin, 1978), and a Trainer's .

Guide for Life Centered Career Education'(Brolin, McKay, & West, 1978). The

extensive study of critical life skills resulted in the conceptualization

'of 22 major competencies which were categorized under three domains as fol-

lows!

Daily Living Skills

1. Finances

2. Home Maintenance

3. Personal Needs

4. Family Living

5. Food Preparation

6. Clothing Care

7. Civic Responsibilities

8. Mobility

9. Recreation and Leisure

Personal-Social Skills

10. Self-Awareness

11. Self-Confidence

12. Social Behavior

13. Interpersonal Skills

14. Independence

WV'
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15. troblem-Solving

16. Communication

Occupational Guidance and Preparation

17. Occupational Awareness

18. Occupational Planning

19. Work Habits and Behaviors

20. Physical-Manual Skills

21. Occupational Skills..

22. .Job Seeking and Maintenance a.

These competencies and their 102 subcompetencies (seeAppendix B, "Life-

Centered Career Education for Exception0 Children" by 'Donn E. Brolin, Fig.

/
represent what tt/project's research, practitioner experience, and expert

opinion deemed to be essential for successful Adult functioning. The com-

petencies were subjected to rigorous review by hundreds of school personnel

throughout the country to arrive at the final consensus on critical life

skills.

school , Family, and Community Roplcions

A successful life skills curriculum requires dedicated and informed

work by teachers and counselors and collateral help from family and community

agencies. 411 parties are directed to a common cause: helping students

to learn the major life skills. If they learn these skills, students have
4.

a much improved opportunitvito become contributors to the community rather

than a drain on it. But; the responsibility-does not rest only with schools;,

it also rests with students' familits and communities.

Family Involvement

Educators -have long recognized the importance of more family involve-
.,

ment in children's education. The question has been how it could be done

18

r
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1

meaningfully. The life skillsicurriculum provides such a vehicle. It_helps

to make expliciPan important set of objectives on, which teachers and

parents can work cooperatively in behalf of each child. The family can con

r tribute to the achievement of virtually every objectiveby providing hands-on

experiences, positive reinforcement for achievements -, community experiences,
-e,

participation in family decision making, specific job tasks-around the house,

an atmosphere that encouriOs the development of independence, oppbrtunities

to develop positive work habits and values, meaningful leisure and recrea-

tional pursuits, and other worthwhile opportunities.

Educators cannot afford to work apart from parents. Public Law 94-142

requires that an Individualizdd Education Program (IEP) be written for each

eligible pupil and that parents participate in developing the educational

objectives in the IEP for their child. The IEP can be seen as another tool

for encouraging parental interest in their children's education. They can

be included in and committed to,responsibilities designated on the IEP form.

Some suggestions for involving parents and other members of the family in

educational objectives are (a) to initiate an active information program;

(b) to devise a brochure or ilandbodk on classroom activities that can be

replicated in the home; (c) to present "career/life skills workshops" for

parents; and (d) to conduct field trips for parents to training sites, place-

ment facilities, and classi-oom activities related to critical life skills

development. Jordan (1976) posed 10 commandments (paraphrased here) for

educators who work with parents:

1. Be honest in your appraisal of the situation and explain it

without unnecessary delay.

2. Deal with both parents, since they are a natural unit and need

shared understandings.

1 t)
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itt

3. Be.precise, but do not be unnecessarily technical in your

explanation.

4. Point out who must be responsible ultimately.

5. Help the parents grasp the issues.

6. Keep in mind that other agencies often can be of assiktance.

7. Avoid precipitating 9o-defensive behavior in the parents.

8. Do not expect too much too soon.

9. Allow parents their quota of concern and uncertainty:

10. Try to crystallize positive attitudes at the outset by using

good counseling 4echniques.

An issue of Missouri Schools (April 1981) suggested many ways that

parent other family members can assist educators to foster writing

skills:

o Have a chalkboard available for the child. 5

o Provide a picture diction4ry and later a thesaurus.

o Encourage the child to write part of or an entire letter.

o Offer encouragement about his/her writing.

o Allow the child to use "inventive spelling"--to spell words

the way she/he thinks they sound.

o Read good literature, prose, and poetry to him/her.

o Share thr various kindtof writing that they do.

o the child take dictation.

o Help the chi-id revise his written work.

o Encoui'age keeping a diary or journal.

o Encourage extensive reading.

o Ftd a pen pal.
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To foster arithmetic skills:

o Let the child help9With household chores, discussing how mapy

plate§t, forks, spoons, "napkins, etc., will be needed for members

of the family.

o Provide measuring tools (tape measures, rulers, measuring, cups,

bath-room scales, et04 and let the child measure and weigh ob:

jects, estimate lepgths and weights, etc.

o Let the child be a "cook's assistant"-and help measure liquid

end dry ingredients for cooking.

iVe the child a weekly allowance and a savings account.

o Buy or make games that gi%4 practice.wip numbers and patterns.

, o Using the grocery store, play "shopper" and "checker,"/helping

the child calculate the cost of purchases and making change.

o Encourage the child to solve quantitative problems.

To foster reading skills:

o Read to the child to add new words to his/her vocabulary.

o Let the crd use a tape recorder if yoU have one to hear himself/

herself on tape.

o Have the child read for a few minutes every day.

o Have a family reading time.

o Buy or make games th.at give practice in reading.

o Have reading materials around the home.

o Take. the child to the public library for a library card and tg

learn how to find and check out books.

o Talk with the child about stories and books she/he has reator

the family has read together.

o Help children start a library of their own.
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o Encourage the child to write about things he reads aAd to write

stories of his \own.

Some suggestions for family activities to develop other critical life

skills that the student will need for adult functioning follow (Brolin &

Kokaska, 1979):

A. 1. Emphasize the development of coordination, dexterity, balance
. .,

N ->

and strength by providing physical exercises or activities

I(sports, crafts, balance boards,,chores around the house). .

2. If possible, provide a home worksh4 so construction activities
P.

can be learned by using tools, such as the hammer, saw, ruler, and
,

drill press. 4 t
3. Assign specific duties to the individual. The duties should be

completed to specifications regarding quality and time frame.

The assignment of dyties in the home also provides an'bpportunity

to assist the child in planning such items as following a routine,

maintaining a schedule, and returning t ols or utensils to speci-

fiedfied locations.

4. Identify jobs performed by various workers in the community, ,r
visit job sites, and discuss them in detail in the family.

These discu.ssions assist the individual in developing and ex-

pressing attitudes and opinions about work and specific role.

They also help to build work values, interests, and long-term

aspirations.

5. Provide a variety of family experiences, such as camping trips,

participation in sport events-i travel, and church activities,

to build leisure, recreation, and social skills.
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6. Insist that the individual learin gradually/to mak,_e_his/her own

life decisions, including careful study of alter1 oativeS, and to

understandqhe consequences
46

This process of problem solving

and decitI'on making is essential'to th'e develument of the in-

.,)dividual's independent status in the family and community.,

7. Help to create a sense of psychological secyrity by "providing

positive reinforcement for succesfful work d the opportunity

to A-tic-II/ate in family decision making. Once again, the family

shomAd concentrate on building a positive self-concept and confi-

dence in his/her abilities.

8. Work closely with school personnel when called upon 4_ cooperate

on projefts. For example, teachers often use classroom activi-

ties.. through which students learn about their parent's Occupa=
I-

tions. The activities may include child-parent interviews and

field trips to the parents' work locations.

9. Help develop community experiences in cooperation with school

personnel, for example, supervising' field tips, offentqg to

be a guest speaker, and providing work experience.

04.0

10. Become involved In school advisory committees on curriculum,

development of resources, and other educational matters.

The suggested involvement of the family gives the student a gredier array

of reinforced experiences that cannot be provided strictly within an

isolated school curriculum. Reports between home and school are important,

of course, so that parent and teacher can appraise,and reinforce each

other's work in every possible way. An actual cooperative effort between

14the school and family is important for all children,,but it may be critical

for many handicapped children.

4,
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Community Resources

Another key educational environment in which the student acquires

critical life .1(2)11s is that of the community. Examples of community

resources are banks, credit 'unions, insurance c4mpanies, utility com-

panies, department stores, restaurants, and grocery stores. All of them

r.

can give the stude t information and experiences in learning aily living

skills, both through informal experiences and formal work experiences.

Other settings may be used for volunteer, recreational, and social ex,

periences. Brolin and KokAska (1979) suggested six particularly important

avenues through which educators can tnvolvetmembers of the business and

industrial community in life-skills-development efforts:

1. Invite.vthem to serve on a Community Advisor'y Committee for the

Career Development program. The committee can review program

components, such as instructional aterials, facilities, equip-
,.

ment, and cooperative training agreements, and identify community

contributions and resources.

2. Request participation from the local or state Committee on

Employment of the Handicapped. This committee provides educators

with referrals to members of government agencies, labor,

veterans' organizations, fraternal, and religiious groups as

well as business and industry.

3. Make presentations to civic organizations. This activity

provides educators with the opportunity to present the bene2

fitS of their training and placement program and to pursue

possible leads for further involyemerft with business and

industry,

24
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4. Issue program publications. Publications provide a ready reference

when the educator is unavailable. Suggested are an attractive

brochure, "har1d data" reports, and nys releases containing

r4eature stories and accounts of students' unique accomplishments.

5. Advertise ip'business publications. Articles about student

programs and accomplishments .often are of great interest and

value in program enhancement.

6. Conduct job fairs, workshopS, and institutes. The job fair
('

offers a central location at which representatives from business
4

and' industry can interview applicants. Workshops and institutes

are good for taking the mystery out of the educational program

and student needs.

One example of the extensive use of community resources is Experience-

3ased Career Education (EBCE). The EBCE approach is based on the willing-
af

ness of the business and industry leaders to volunteer their resources

for educating children. First, however, they must be acquainted with the

educational needs of students. Orientation meetings are conducted to

secure volunteers who will open their doors to the analysis and develop-
:,

ment of their resource. Experienced analysts study each business in depth

and a learning-site guide (LSG) is developed to provide the teacher-coor-

dinator the essentials of the learning structure when a student is placed

at the site. Each student spends 2-3 afternoons at each sittifeir 8-9

weeks, then moves on to another site,.

The success of any community involvement program deAnds upon the

formation of a local coordinating or advisory committee. This committee

should be made up of businessmen, parents, students, and educators, but
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the latter should be in the minority,. The advisory committee can be a

sounding board for the project, the base for soliciting other businesses

and resources to aid in the program, a resource for parents who are seeking

information and 0 help to schools iln maki-ng dectkions on policies and pro-

cedures (Brolin & Kokaska, 1979).

Infusing Life Skills
40,

1 curriculum-development concept that is the cornerstone to effective

life skills education is called "infusion." Basically, infusion refers to

the process of integrating instructional 'goals and procedures into all the

facets of an existing curriculum. As a strategy, infuSion contrasts with

the development of a special course on life skills. The intent of infusion

is to involve all teachers in life skills education and to make life

skills an aspect Of the curriculum in every subject. Infusion does not

require that current courses be abolished but, rather, that the instruc-

tional content and methods of each course take into account the life skills

objectives. Each teacher must decide how to infuse the learning of these

skills into the course material so it is motivating and meaningful for

students.

An'elample of infusion was presented by Lamkin (1980) in her monograph
67,1

on infusing career education goals into an on-going curriculum. The pre- .

existing objective of the course is the correct writing of connected sen-

tences. Jhe link to life skills was provided by suggesting to a particular

student that a work station be explored and sentences be constructed

around that experience. The infusion was accomplished without loss of

time and probably with gains A motivation and occupational awareness.
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The objective was formulated as follows:

Curriculum Area: Language Arts

I

Annual Goal:

Short-Term Objective:

Juan will increase his.oral vocabu-
lary through the use of expressive
language.

Juan will dictate an experience story
containing a minimum of five complete
sentences.

Career Education Activity: Visit the school cafeteria to observe
meal preparation. Try to find answers
to the following questions: What are
we having for lunch today? What uten-
sils and equipment are being used to
prepare the meal? How many different
workers are helping? What jobs are,
-they-doin-r--What-heatth and safety--
rules are being followed? How do
these workers help each other? How
do they plan ahead so that lunch will
be ready on time? What school skills
help them in their work? Following
the visit, dictate a report or story
about what you saw and learned. Use
a tape recorder or dictate your report
to the teacher or teacher aide.
(Lamkin, 1980, p. 15)

Clark (1979) also offered an example of the infusion` approach: When

a spience class focuses on the concept of toxicity, the instructional

activities can include learning about poisons found in the home. This

presents a sciente concept in the. context of a daily living skill which

can easily be used to involve parental cooperation.

Some other examples of infusing career/life skills into curriculums

are presented from the Missouri Career Education Delivery System Handbook

(Arni, Magnuson, Sparks,,& Starr, 1977):

1. Math Activities (K-3)

Use calendars to figure how many weeks of work in a month.
How many work days in a month? How many days a month do
your parents work?

27
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Keep record of recess time, study time, sleeptimeilihey

use each day. Relate this to logs kept by banks, long
distance truck drivers, telephone operators.

Compare number of servings to cost per box of cereal.

This could be related to restaurant owners and homemakers.

2. Science Activities (K-3)

Analyze and describe two effects on an ecological community

of a particular proposed project (a housing development, a

new road, a new park, a new dam).

Have the children bring various sized milk cartons that have

been emptied. Use the cartons to teach liquid measurement.
Discuss how many people are needed to get milk from the cow

to consumer. Make a chart to show the progression.

After a discussion about fire, have students divide into

small groups and plan a short skit about a situation con-

cerning fire and firefighters. The students choose their

characters; flan their show and write a script. The boys

and girls then construct sack puppets to fit the situations

planned.

3. Langua.ge Arts/Reading Activities (4-6)

Students will brainstorm all their ways of collecting
information in regard to decisions they make daily. (e.g.,

teachers, principals, other students). Students will

people play the most influential role for them

at school (or hOme) in decision making.

Take a World of Work trip to liocal. radio station to learn

of possible jobs available in the field of broadcasting.

After World of Work trip have students organize into groups

and put on a radio 'program including such workers as announcer,

writers, newscasters, weather reporter and sports announcer.

4. Physical Education Activities (7-9)

Research nonparticipatory sports fields such as sports-
casting, statisticians.

Ask students to study-different careers for physical and

mental advantages and disadvantages.

Have students role play a sports announcer and set up a

sports schedule.

28
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5. Math Activities (10-12)

The students will itemize their expenditures for a two-week
period and compute what percentage of the total amount was
spent each day. The students will study this information
and determine if and how their money could be put to wiser
use.`

Talk about ways different workers use the arithmetic mean.

Use actual bills to help students gain an awareness of the
. cost of utilities by totaling the cost of water, electric,

and gas bills.

6. Science Activities (10-12)

Obtain,a guest speaker to describe the science opportunities
available in your area. Discuss the number of people going
into various fields, what new fields are opening up, and
those that tend to be filling up.

6 Organize the class into small groups, each of which will
act as a panel for 20 questions. Each panel will present'
to the crass an example of a skill or concept used in an
occupation related to science. If the class cannot identify
the occupation within 20 questions that require a "yes' or
"no" answer, the panel wins.

Life skills,,such as the 22 life - Centered competencies identified by

Brolin (1978), provide an organized framework for focusing the school

curriculum on the important skills needed by students to function as

adults. The competencies should be given early attention and made a sub-

stantial part of the entire K-12 curriculum. Some of these skills must

be given considerable attention during the elementary year whereas others

(e.g., occupational decision making) should be emphasized , ater. An exam-

ple of a competency that must be initiated early' is "Caring for Personal

Needs." A mentally' handicapped student may need help in this area, for

example, in toileting and washing hands. More able students may learn

this skill incid*ntally or need only 'minimal attention to some of the higher

order subcompetencies later on. It is important not to assume that students

learn all these life skills in out-of-school situations. Nothing can be
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taken for granted. Many families will not admit it, but even nonhandicapped

students often need specific instruction in a number of these life skill

areas. Some particularly important skills that many students often lack

are use of recreational/leisure time, self-awareness, self-confidence,

problem'solving, and sex education,. A

Assessing Life Skills

If

Extensive attention to the entire area of assessment has-been given

by Reynolds and Birch (1982) and Hofmeister and Preston (1981); the latter

is a motile prepared for this series. Reynolds and Birch Opinted out,

Testing is only one way of obtaining information about an
individual; assessment involves far more. It may include
such aspects, for example, as examination of school and
health records; a case Oistory prepared by a social worker;
interviews with parents, teachers, or other persons; ob-
servations of the child in the classroom or in other set-
tings; the use of educational or other tests; and special
examinations conducted outside the school by specialists.
-Nothing is taken for granted. Evet-y factor that could,
reasonably affect how the child learns is examined and its
,possible influence is evaluated. (p. 6.1)

Hofmeister and Preston identified six sources of valuable information

on a student's functioning: (a) inspection of the child's record files;

(b) informal cOnsultatio9iwith others who know the child; (c) structured

interviews; (d)observation; (e) norm-referenced tests; and (f) criterion-

referenced tests.

Halpern, Lehmann, Irvin, and Hiery (1982) noted that traditional assess-

ment has'been based on the assumption that measures of one's aptitudes,

interests, and traits can be used to predict,subsequent learning, perfor-

mance, and adjustment. Howevercontemporary assessment, which he and his

associates recommend for retarded and dther handicapped students, emphasizes

the importance of direct assessment of actual competencies. It also

3)

30
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requires that the outcomes of measurement have direct implications for

program planning. They identified three general approaches to applied
ti

performance assessment: (a) direct assessment of criterion behaviors in

real or simulated settings; (b) measurement of knowledge on those criterion

behaviors; and (c) evaluation of how students learn new competencies.

To ascertain a student's competence,in life skills, it appears that
0

norm-referenced tests, in which one's performance is compared relative to

others, is not the most appropriate method of assessment. Instead, a type

of criterion-referenced testing that assesses the student's mastery or

competence in specific areas is morepseful. The focus in criterion-

referenced tests is on what the student knows and/or can do. There are no

comparisons with how many individuals possess' the knowledge or skill

(Popham & Husek, 1969). Assessment ptovides information on a student's

level of proficiency in a partitular subject skill. The individual's

strengths and weaknesses can be discerned, individual IEPs written,

immediate curriculum planned, and individual and group progress can be

monitbred_

The assessment approach that was devised for the Life-Centred

Career Education Curridulum was a Competency Rating Scale (CRS) (Bibolin

et al., 1978). The CRS assesses the student's level of life skills in

of the 22 competency areas by asking a teacher to jUdge the indi'vidua

mastery of each of the 102 subcompetencies. The teacher may use at least

three sources to derive the rating for each subcompetency: (a) immediate

personal observation of student performance and 'behavior; ^(b) personal

records or notes On student performance; and (c) written or vqrbal reports

from other persons. The latter is considered the least valid source of

information but may be necessary to substantiate the other information.
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When sufficient information exists to rate a subcompetency, the follow-

ing rating scale is used:

0 = Not competent

1 = Partially coMpftent

2 = Competent

NR = Not rated

The CRS Record Form is separated into three sections corresponding to the

three domains: Daily Living'Skills; Personal-Social Skills; and Occupa-

tional Guidance and Preparation. A sample CRS Record Form for one domain

.(Daily Living Skills) is presented .in Figure 1.

Each of the three parts (domains) of the CRS can be administered

independently. It is recommended that one individual rate all subcom-

petencies in a particular domain. The CRS Manual (see Appendix C) de-

scribes and defines each subcompetency by behavioral criteria. A rank

ordering of the criteria .for each subcompetency in order of importance

was done by five national experts in education. The rater must compare

student performance with the behavioral criteria for each subcompetency

to determine the degree of mastery.

Conclusion

The major skills needed by students for community living and working

%,

have been identified. One partic lar model, the Life-Centered Career

Education Curriculum, based on sev, ral'years of developmental work with
/

hundreds of educators in school dtttricts across the country, has` een

presented. Life skills education requires the understanding and active

involvement of all school personnel; the student's family, and the involve-

ment of an array of community resources, including business and industry.

o
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FIGURE 1

LIFE CENTERED CAREER EDUCATION
Competency Rating Scale

Record Form

Experimental'

DAILY LIVING SKILLS

Student Name Date of Birth Sex

School City State

Directions: Please rate the student according to his/her mastery of each item using the rating key below. Indicate the ratings in the col-
umn below the date for the rating period. Use the NR rating fer items which cannot be rated. For subcompetencies rated 0 or 1 at the
time of the final rating, place a check ( el in the appropriate space in the yes/no column to indicate his /her ability to perforniNthe sub-
competency with assistance from the community. Please refer to the CRS manual for explanation of the rating key, description of the
behavioral criteria for each subcompbtency, and explanation of the yes/no column.

Rating Key: 0 - Not Competent 1 - Partially Competent 2 - Competent NR - Not Rated

To what extent has the student mastered the following subcompetencies:

Subcompetencies

Raterisl MM MM

Grade
Level

10 10

Datefs I 9/ 1 /
77

3/1/
'78

1. Managing Family Finances

1. Identify money and make correct change

2. Make wise expenditures

3. Obtain and use bank and credit services

4. Keep basic financial records . .

6. Calculate and pay taxes

2. Selecting, Managing, and Maintaining a Horn.

6. Select adequate housing

7. Maintain a home

8. Use basic appliances an tools
IA

e. Maintain home exterior
.

3. Caring for Personal Needs .

110. Dress appropriately

11: Exhibit proper grooming and hygiene

12. Demonstrate knowledge of physical fitness, nutrition and weight
control ,,

13. Demonstrate knowledge of common illness prevention and
esa

treat -
'm

4. Raising Children and Enriching Family Living
14. Prepare for adjustment to marriage

15. Prepare for raising children (physical care)
s\,

16. Prepare for raising children (psychological care)

17. Practice family safety'in the home

I

1

I

0

0

1

1

1.

I

2

1

I

0
0

1

2
*2

*2
a 1

* 1

1

1

I

1

2

1

I

I

1

1

--

_

--

40,*--1

--

.

r

____

,

Yes No

,-

--

'The CRS is a research instrument developed at the University of Missouri-Columbia. Data resulting from the use of the CRS should be
clearlylabeled experimental and should be interpreted with appropriate caution. Direct inquiries to: Donn E. Brolin, 16c Hill Hall, Uni-

,>

versity of Missouri, Columbia MO 65201.
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FIGURE 1
(CONT.)

.

, Subcompetencies

.

_.,

Rater(s) MM MM

Grade
Level 10 10

Date(s) 9/1/
77

5/1/
78

1-,
5. Buying and Preparing Food

18. Demonstrate appropriate eating skills

19. Plan balanced meals .

20. Purchase food

A. Prepare meals

22. Clean food preparation areas

23. Store food n

6. Buying and Caring for Clothing

24. Wash clothing

25. IrOn and store cloithing

26. Perform simple mending

27. Purchase clothing

7. Engaging in Civic Activities
io

28. Generally understand local laws and government

29. Generally understand federal government ,

30. Understand citizenship rights and responsibilities

31. Understand registration and voting procedures

32. Understand selective service procedures

33. Understand civil rights and responsibilities when questioned
by the law

8. Utilizing Recreation and Leisure t,
34. Participate actively in group activities

35. Know activities and available community resources

36. Understand recreational values

37. Use recreational facilities in the community

38. Plan and choose activities wisely

39. Plan vacations

/;. Getting around the Community (Mobility)

40. Demonstrate knowledge of traffic rules and safes practices

41. Demonstrate knowledge and use of various means of transporta-
tion

42. Drive a car
,

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

. 0
0

1

2

1

1

1

I.
0

1

1

1

2 ,
1

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

2

2

1

2

1

0c)

1

2

2-

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

-

a

_
_
_

_
_
_

_

_

,-.4.

___,__
_

_
_
_
_

_
_____

_

_
_
.

_

_
_
_

`

_
_

_

_

i

-
_____

_..,_

_
..

_

Yes

__
.......

--_

_
_

No

---

-

*Total Possible Score *Total actual
(TPS) - N x 2 84, 84 (TAS)

Score
.

Score
TAS/N

38 50
.

.90 1.19

.....2 - ..--. ---,. -
*Average
(AS) -,

Comments:
, c

Refer to the CRS manual for calculation and interpretation.
34
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A

Implementing a life skills curriculum requires careful leadership, time

and money, but, above all, it requires an understanding and committed

faculty.
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APPENDIX A

Examples of Life Skills Curriculums

Adult Basic Literacy Assessment Kit (1981)

Author: Not listed; several contributors
Address: Provence of British Columbia, Publications Services Branch

Ministry of Education
878 Viewfield Road
Victoria, B.X. V9A 4V1

cost: WAD

An Activities of DaiZy Living Curriculum for Handicapped Adults (1978)

Author: Chuck Tiller
Address: Magic Valley Rehabilitation Services, Inc.

Rt. #2, Eastland Drive South
Twin Falls, Idaho 8301

Ast: $22.50

Becoming Independent: A Livin Skills System (1978)

Author: nn estaway and Tony Aporloni

Address: Edmark Associate
P. 0. Box 3903
Bellevue, Washington 98009

Cos : $225.00

Communit L s: Assessment and Training (Revised 1978)

ut ober L, Conroy
Hope Enterprises, Inc.
1536 Catherine Street
P. 0. Box 1837
Williamsport, Pennsylvania 17701

Cost:. $6.75

Address:

Community Living_ Skills Screenin Test and Remediation Manual (Revised 1980)

Author: Robert L. Sc a oc and Lfnda S. Gadwood

Address: P. 0. Box 1146
522 East SidgWBlvd.
Hastings, Nebraska 68901

Cost: $40.00

Home and Family Living Laboratory (1978)

ut or: atricia Tramp
Address: Saint Paul Public Schools

Bridge View School
360 Colborne Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55102

Cost: $15.00 '

it*
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Independent Living 'Behavior Checklist (1979)
Author: Richart T. Walls,Thomas Zanc, John E. Thuedt

Address: West Virginia Rehabilitation Research and Training Center
509. Allen All

West Virginia University
Morgantown, West Virginia 26506

Cost: $5.00

Independent Living Skills Curriculum (1981)
Author: V. Taylor, D. Close, C. Carlson, D. Larrabee

Address: Materials Distribution
Rehabilitation Research and Training Center in

Mental Retardation
2nd Floor Clinical Services Building
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403

Cost: $52.75

Skills to Achieve Independent Living (1975)
Author: not listed

Address: MeitOn Peninsula, Inc.
1949 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 690
Dallas, Texas 75207

Cost: Teacher's Manual $5.95; Kit $245.00

Life-Centered Career Education: A Competency-Based Approach
Author: Donn E. Brolin (Ed.)

Address: Council for Exceptional Children
1920 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091

Cost: $13.75

Social Perceptual Training Kit for Community Living for Trainable
and Educable Retarded Citizens (1978)

Author: not listed
Address: Educational Activities, Inc.

P. O. Box 392
Freeport, New York 11520

Cost: Book $10.95; Kit $225.00 /

The Individual Assessment and Program Guide (1976)
Author: Gary Fisher

Address: Developmental Services, Inc.
Residential Services Division
Box 1023 f
Columbus, Indiana 47201

Cost: $3.60

Toward Independent Living (1980)
Author: B.0Baker, A. Brightman, S. Hinchaw

Address: Research Press
2612 North Mattis Avenue
Champaign, Illinois 61820

Cost: $7.95
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Training for Independent Living (1975)
Author: Jim White
Address:. Ventura County, Association for the Retarded, Inc.

P. 0. Box 646
1732 Lewis Road
Camarillo, California 93010.

Cost: $20.00
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Life-Centered Career Education
for Exceptional Children

Donn E. Brolin

Approximately 10 years have elapsed since cater education entered the national

scene (Marland, 1971). Introduced as a major educational reform, it has gradually

gained momentum. School systems throughout the country have adopted it in their

programs. The basic tenets of and the need for career education have become

increasingly( more apparent to educators and others concerned about educational

services to students. Creation'Of a U.S: Office of Career Education in 1974 gale the

necessary impetus to the movement, and under the able leadership of its first and

present director, Kenneth B. Hoyt, it least some facet of career education has

become an integral part of curricula in the majority of American schools.

In.the case of exceptional children, career education has sustained,an even more

pronounced effort. Backed by endorsement from the national special education

teacher organization, the Council for Exceptional Children (CEC), special educators

and those concerned about their students' career development have responded to the

need to redirect curricula so that it is more releiant and practical to community

living and working needs required in the real world. Extensive overviews on career

education for exceptional individuals have been written by Brolin and Kokaska

(1979), C. Johnson (1979), and Kolstoe (1481). Recent examplesvof effective career

education practices have been set forth by D. Johnson (1979), Evenson and Spotts

(1980), Gillet (1980), Borba and
set_

(1980), Lamkin (1980), Ellington (1981),

Brolin (in press), and others.
Many national and stateconferences on.career education for exceptional children

have been conducted during the past several years. Curriculum materials. inservice

models, and special mini-grants from special education and career education

departments at the state level hait assisted educators, in implethenting career

education concepts. A new CEC division, the Division on Career Development

sr
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at the University of Nlissourt-Colunthia. and Director of the Career Education. Personnel Preparcuton

(CEPP) lnsennee Training Protect. Portions of this aritcle were rxermed from his puhli(a .t. Life-

Centered Career EdOcatiom A Competency-Based Approach: Career Education tor Handicapped

Children (it Youth (with C. J. Kokaskal. attef., Vocational Preparation of Persons. with Handicaps.

Uwe Publishing Company. 1982
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( DCD). was organized in 1976 and is growing in stature
and significance by providing leadershitao the field. In
the past three years 10 states have orpkized their own
DCD units so that career education will become a
substantial force in senates to exceptional students at
the grass roots level. Many other states are close .to
becoming official units at the time- of this writing.

Despite general acceptance of the career education
concept and need. exceptional students ,still are not
receiving the amoupt and type of career education that
will result in their successful community adjustment as
adults. Heiler (1981. p. 582) identified the following
deficiencies as presently eXistingln programming for
exceptional students at the secondary ler': (a) school
organization being too much along departmental and
subject matter lines. (b) orientation of training programs
toward the younger handicapped child. (c) too heavy an
emphasis placed on vocational programs by special
educators without any alternatives or future planning,
and Id) the attitude of special educators and others that
exceptional individuals don't require much attention at
the secondary level. And, Sitlington (198.1. p. 596) noted
that ". . . vocational education programs: (a) usually do
not begin until Ilth grade. which is often too late for the
handicapped student. (bi by definition are concerned
primarily with specific skill training, with little emphasis
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on career awareness and exploration. and (c) have in-
class components that are often too difficult for the
handicapped learner: In addition. 13 dvocacv groups
calling themselves the Education Adv. t tes Coalition
has castfloubts on progress of the Education for All
Handicipped Children's Act of 1975 ( PL 94-142).
calling the response to its mandate a "national disgrace"
Guidtposr. 1980).

Career education offers an organized K-12+ approach
to correcting the deficiencies presently inherent in cur-
ricula for exceptional (and other) students. As Kolstoe
(198 I) noted. "Career education offers a service delivery-
that has Treat potential for the 1980s" ( p. 1 I).

,Several models that have emerged in special educa-
tion deserve attention by educators interested in the
career education approach: (a) Clark's (1979) School-
Based Career Education Model. (b) Larson's (1981)
adaptimion of the Experience-Based Career Education
ModeI(EBCE), and (c) the work of this writer and his
colleagues in developing the Life -Centered. Career Edu-
cation (LCCE) Model during the decade of the 1970s.
Actually, the three models can be nicely integrated by
school personnel who desire an even more comprehen-
sive approach to curriculum development for the
students.

.. This article presents the Life-Centered Career Educa-
tion (LCCE) Model, a competency-based approach.
Readers interested in the Clark and Larson models are
encouraged to contact these individuals directly for
further information about their career education con-
cepts and methods.' Before presenting the LCCE Model,
a brief review of career education is given so that readers
unfamiliar with its basic tenets will be better able to
understand the total concept.

THE CAREER EDUCATION CONCEPT

At the Helen Keller Centennial Conference in 1980.
Kenneth Hoyt noted that ". . the career education
concept.. formally begun in 1971. has survived for a full
decade three times as long as the typicareducational
reform movement. During this period of time, it has
developed and specified its basic goals and demon-
strated its ability to deliver career education to the
general population of K -1.2 youth. It is a concept that

Dr. Cart< Is tilth the Univers:1r of Kansas. Lawrence: Dr. Larson 13

with Iowa Conrad Cornmuntri. Corlett. Fr. Douce.
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holds great implications for persons with visual handi-
caps both youth' and adults" (Hoyt. 1980.. p. 8). At
that conference. he described career education as:

. making work a perstnally meaningful and productive pan
of the total lifestyle of all persons . . . that work. as used in
career education. is ueiined as "conscious effort. other than
that aimed pnmarily at coping or relaxation. to produce
benefits for oneself and or for oneself and others." Further-
more. the word -career." as used in career education. is defined
as "the totality of work one does in his, her lifetime.- ip. 2),

Considerable confusion has existed for years about'
interpretation of the word "career" in career education.
Many edtcators define the term synonymously and
narrowly with "job" _or "occupation." whereas others
(like myself) view one's career as consisting of numerous
roles. including work activities that are oonoccupa-

Jional. Donald Super (1976) defined career as:

. . . the sequence of major positions occupied by a person
throughout his preoccupation!. occupelional. and postoccu-
pational life: includes work-related 4es such`u those of
student. employee. and pensioner: together with com
tary *vocational. familial. and civic roles. Careen e only as
people pursue them: they are person-centered. (p. 20)

This definition; mitten for the U.S. Office of Career
Education, clearly distinguishes carer education from
vocational education, which is primarily an occupa-
tionally-oriented program (except for the homemaking
aspect). Unpaid work such as volunteer work, prodUc-
tive use of leisure time. the unpaid work of the fulltime
homemaker. and the school work of the student are all
within the realm and goals of career education.

The Council for Exceptional Children (1978) supports
the broader view of career education. based on the work
of its study group, by defining- it in the following
manner:

Career tducationis the totality of experiences through which
one tear to live a meaningful. satisfying work life . .

providin the opponuniti to learn. ia the least restrictive
enytronm t possible. the academic. daily living. personal-
social. and cupationil knowledges and skill* necessary for
attaining their i hest levels of economic. personal and social

A
fulfilltakm. This can be obtained through work (both paid and
unpaid) and in a variety of other societal roles and personal life
styles . . student. citizen. volunteer, family member land
participant in meaningful leisure-time activities. 6

Brolin and Kokaska ( 79. p. 104) offered the follow-
ing key concepts consisten with the above conceptuali-
zation of career education:

` It extends from early childi(oqd through the retire-
ment years.

It focuses on the full development of all individuals.
It provides the knowledge. skills. and under-
standings needed by individuals to master their
environment.
It emphasizes daily living, personal-social. and
occupational skills development .at all levels and
ages.
It encompasses the total curriculum of the sCiool
and provides a unified approach to education for
life.
It focuses on the total life roles. settings. and events
and their relationships that are important in the
lives of individuals. including work. r
It encourages all members of the school community
to have a shared responsibility and a mutual dboper-
ative relationship among the various disciplines.
It includes learning in the home, private-public
agencies, and the employment. community, as well it
as the school.
It encourages all teachers to reliiie their subject
matter to its career implications.
It includes basic education, citizenship, family
responsibility, and other important education
objectives.
It provides for career awareness. exploration, and
skills development at all levels and ages.
It provides a balance of content and experien-
tial learning, permitting hands-on occupational
activities.
It provides a .'personal framework to help indi-
viduals plan their lives. including career decision-
making.
It provides the opportunity for acquiring a saleable
occupational entry-level skill upon leaving high
school.
It requires a lifelong education based on principles
related to total individual. development
It actively involves the parents in all phases of
education.
It actively involves the community in all phases of

- education. -
It encourages open communication between stu-
dents, teachers. parents, and the community.

Career education is not intended to replace traditional
education but. rather. to redirect it to be more relevant
and meaningful for the student and to result in the
acquisition of attitudes. knowledges, and skills one
needs for successful community living and working. It is
not meant to be the only education students receive. but
it should be a substantial part of the curriculum.

44
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Career education requires the integration 'or infusion
of career education concepts into the content of various
subject matter. It ". . . brings meaningfulness to the
learning and practice of basic academic skills by demon-
strating to the students and teachers alike the multitude
Qt ways in which these skills are applied in work and
daily living. .A career education emphasis brings ob-
servable. experiential relevance to social studies, health.
and science curricula. assisting students in perceiving the
relationship between educational subject matter and the
larger world outside the classroom" (Lamkin. 1980. p.
11). To achieve this, teachers have to find new ways of
providing career relevant experiences. within a career
'education context. Hands-on, experiential activities that
facilitate the career development process so that stu-
dents learn about the world in which they live and will
work as adults are key ingredients in the career educa-
tion curriculum approach.

As indicated by Wimmer (1981, pp. 615-616), "If one
assumes that the goal of the educational program for a
handicapped student is to prepare the student for inde-
pendent living and social and vocational success, it
would that instruction should be planned around a
career siZiopment theme." Nevertheless. Meyen and
White (1980. pp. 120 -121) noted chat although most
educators would agree on the basic need for and the
tenets of career education: its implementation in a
comprehensive sense has spread somewhat slowly across
the country. They identified the following factors as
reasons:

Rarely does career education exist as a specific
service or separate programming option. Career
education programming may indeed exist in a
school district (infused into the regular curriculum
or even as a few separate courses), but few districts
have career education as a visible programming
option.
Career education content does not fall into a pre-

.
cise developmental sequence or hierarchy.
There is no normative reference base for comparing
individuals on career education concepts and skills.
Continuous instructional planning requires ongoing
evaluation. . . The general absence of evaluation
procedures and instruments in career education
makes continuous evalUation difficult.

Meyen and White also believe that career education's'
short history and the lack of teacher experienCe in
individualizing career education are additional barriers:
"Teachers continue to write lEP objectives for the
student in curriculum areas for which well-established,
cumcula already exist" (p. 122). Wimmer (1981. p. 613)

BEST rtnmki gt°41APr.

stated that. "The major problem seems to lie in the basic
assumption of some educators that the handicapped
student must either adjust to the traditional structure of
the secondary school or be taught in a. totally separate
environment."

I agree with the above writers about the problems in
implementing the career education concept and process
in many school syktems. Unfortunately, the easier way is
often selected when deciding upon a curriculum for the
year. But schools that have adopted a comprehensive
career education approach have demonstrated that stu-
dents are happier and more successful if they receive this
type of educatidli. As a result, most of the educators
seem to be more satisfied with their efforts, too/

The remainder of this article foduses on a curriculum
approach that has evolved during the 1970s with the
assistance of hundreds of special educators and other
school personnel who Mini felt the need to change their
curricula to a more career education-oriented approach.
The result has been a competency-based approach en-
titled Life- Centered Career Education (LCCE). The
curriculum model has been adopted by several hundred
school systems throughout the country and is available
from the Council for Exceptional Children(CEC) in th
form of two products, Lfe-Centered Career Education:
A Competency-Based Approach (Brolin, 1978) and
Trainer's Guide for Life-Centered Career Education
( Brolin, McKay, & West, 1978).

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LCCE APPROACH

Initial efforts in developing the life-centered curricu-
lum began in 1970. with a federal grant from the U.S.
Office of Education, Bureau of Education for the Handi-
capped (now Office of Special Education) to design a
more vocationally - oriented secondary special education
teacher training program model at the University of
Wisconsin - Stout. The project officer encouraging this
effort was Bill Heller. presently Dean. College of Human
Development and Learning, University of North Caro-
lina at Charlotte. Dr. Heller was then, as he still is today
(Heller, 1981), concerned about the lack of trained
personnel to carry out vocational (and career) functions.
at the secondary level.

Although the primary effort of the Stout project was
to identify competencies that secondary teachers of
educable retarded students needed, .ca-prepare their
students for adult functioning, it became necessary tP
also determine what kind of skills (or competencies) the
students needed to acquire for success after schooling
would be completed. This work continued with another
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BE H ( OSE) project from 1974-1977 to develop a career
education. competency-based curriculum and an inserv-
icestraining program for school personnel for imple-
menting the program. Entitled PROJECT PRICE (Pro-
`gramming Retarded In Career Education), the effort
involved 12 school districts throughout the United States
and over 300 schoolyersonnel. The final products were
extended to other disibility groups tte the conblusion of
the project. with the assistance of CEC.

Thus. the LCCE Model has evolved from several
years of developmental work and includes the involve-
ment of several hundred educators and many special/
career education experts. Research conducted on these
two projects in the 1970s (Brolin & Thomas. 1972;
Brolin. 1973: and Brolin, Malever, & Matvas, 1976) has
resulted in this competency-based approach to assist
educators in infusing career education into curriculum.

THE LCCE CURRICULUM MODEL

The LCCE Curriculum Model promotes the students'
acquisition of 22 major competencies falling intolhree
major categories: (a)t daily living, (b) personal-social,
and (c) occupational skills. These competencies repre-
sent what research. practitioner experience, and expert
opinion have deemed essential for successful career
development. The three curriculum area (categories),
competencies, and subcompetencies are presented in
Figure 1.

The LCCE Model interfaces the 22 competencies with
two other important dimensions of career education: (a)
school, family, and community experiences, and (b) four
stages of career development awareness, exploration,
preparation. and placement/ follow-upt continuing edu-
cation. Figure 2 presents a three-dimensional model to
illustrate the interaction of these components and the
LCCE approach. It views career education as a process
for systematically coordinating all school, family, and
community components to facilitate each, individual's.
potential for economic. social, and personal fulfillment
( Brolin, 1974).

The Competencies

All the comOtencies and their 102 subcompetencies
were subjected to rigorous review by hundreds of school
personnel throughout the country. They endorsed our
contention that these competencies generally reflect the
major outcomes that should be expected for students if

- 36-

they are to- be prepared successfully for community
living and working. Clark and White (1980) have de-
scribed the LCCE Model as the "adult adjustment
approach ".becausea of the focus on skills and compe-
tencies needed for a person's life career.

Daily Living Skills

Nine Daily Living Skills (DLS) relate to avocatiohal:
family, leisure. and civic work activities. inspection of
these competencies should also reveal the occupational
implications for career developthent. Students who have
interests and abilities in certain D LS areas (for example,
family finances) might also be counseled toward occUpa-
[ions related to those competencies.

Personal-Social Skills

Seven Personal-Social Skills (PSS) are important to
family, community, and occupational functioning. These
competencies relate to helping the student understand
self, build confidence, solve problems, become inde-
pendent, interact successfully with others, make deci-
sions, conduct self properly in public, and communicate
adequately with others. Past experience and research
have clearly indicated that a lack in these competencies
poses serious problems for exceptional students after
they leave school and attempt to secure and maintain
employment.

Occupational Skills
01,

Six occupational competencies fall under the curricu-
lum area entitled Occupatidnal Guidance and Prepara-
tion. Two of the competencies pertain to learning about
the world of work; they entail exploring work possi-
bilities (occupational awareness) and making occupa-
tional choices (decision-making). Three competencies
relate to building specific vocational skills (work habits,
physical capacities. entry-level job skill), and one com-
petency' focuses on the process of seeking, securing, and
maintaining a job. Occupational awareness. work habits,
and physical-manual skills can be developed throughout
a K-12 program.

Again. this competency-based approach does not de-
emphasize basic academic instruction. It does. however.
require that instruction be directed so that students can
learn the competencies. Therefore. school personnel
must determine how they can infuse career education
concepts and competencies into their curricula.

4)
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Figure 1
Ufa - Cantered Carew Education, Curriculum Areas, Competencies, and Subcompetencies

Curriculum Area Cassawlaney

Dally
Urine
Skids

:0?

Fineensi-
A Semi

Shale

Oaatiailakinal
Cluddiattaa and
Preparation

I a. geanng Children. Ennen- >
ing Family Urine

3. Swing and 1310011400
Food

5. Buying Ono Caring for
C:Othing

T. Engaging in CMG
Activities

I a. Utilizing recrestion
and Lamm

14. Achieving incispenantie-

13. Achieving Problem
SoivingSkilia

18. Communicaptig Ade-
ctuateiY mt11.00m11

I 17. Knowing and Exploring
I , OacvDattortal Possibilities

I- 18. Seiecting and illianning >
Occupational Cholas

19. ibinibiting Appropriate
Wont Habits and Eletweiors

1 ZD. Exhibiting Suflforent
Phyeicai-Manual Skills >
Obtaining a soircillo
Occuoatlonal Skill

22. Seeking, Secunng, and
Maintaining Emaloyment

1. Identify money and mum
correct cluing*.

2. maim wise expenditures.

-7eS. Soon adequate housing. T. Maintain home.

10.. Orval appropneteiy. 11. 11.11111M PrOPor grooming
and hygiene.

14. Orem, for @illuminant
to marriage.

.15. Prepare for reanng
anildren (pnysical care).

it. Oemonstrate appropriate Is

eating *ills.
18. Plan baanced meals.

24. Wan clothing.
,

25. Iron and non (Nothing.

2II. 13enersiiy unowstand
local taws and gown-
mint

29. Generally uncierstand
federal government.

34. Firtialoste sang* In
group activities.

' 38. Know activities and
available community
resources.

40. Oemonstnith knowledge
of traffic rules and
safety practIcsa.

41. betnattairate linoivistige
and use of Mimi Mina
of transportation.

4. Attain a sense of body. 44. Identify interests and
abilities. .

41I. 'Uprose feelings of worm. 49.-re11 now oaten see
him/her.

S3. KnowKnow character traits
needed for aoCeptImod

54. Know proper behavior .

in public (Mica.

St. Know Mow to listen and
respond.

St. Know how to mae and
maintain friendships.

52. Understand Impact of
bisflartOra upon others.

63. Unatirstand self
organization.

St Olthwentlass bipolar
etintstiota.

a. Understand the need for

71. Ammonia- emergency
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it re:cciat level naiad f Or
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79. Idernify the personal
values met ntrougn work.

if !dimity tne moms
values met through work.

.

82. Identify motor °coups-
petional needs.

63. Identify riudor Occups- ..
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87. Follow directions.
,

611. Wont with others.
.

94. Demonstrate satisfactory
balance and coorainadon.\
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manual dextierity.
- .

98. Aosrett tor a lob. 99. Apply or a 100.I

.
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Subcompeteneles

3. Obtain and use bank
and croon facilities.

' 4. Keep basit financial
records.'

5. Caicuiats and pay
taxes.

8. Use Dam appliances
and tools.

T 9. Maintain horns
.exterior.

12. Oemonstrate know)-s
edge of physical fit-
ness. nutrition. and
weignt control.

13. bemoniltrete knowi-
edge of common iii -
fleas preventiori and
treatment.

.

,
.

,

6 2feoare for reeling
crniciren ipsycno-
,ogicai care).

17 Practice family safety
in trio home.

.

20. 'urchins food. ' 21. Prepare meals. 22. Clean food prepare-
don areas.

.
23. Store food. --

r-
26. Perform simoi*

mending.
27. Purchase clothing.

30. Jncerstand citizen-
snip rights and
responsibilities.

31. Understand reglstra-
tion and voting
procedures.

32. Understand 4elactive
...Sarvics procedures.

33. Understand civil rights
and responsibilities
when questioned by
the few.

36. Unairstand recrea-
Ponal values.

.
37. Use recreational

facilities in the
community.

36. Plan and choose
activities wisely.

39. Man vacations.

.
42. (Drive a car.

.. . .-
.

45. :oentify emotions. 46. Identify needs. 47. Understand the
physical self.

50. Accept praise. 51. Accept cnticisin. 52. Develop confidence
in self.

55. Develop respect for
the nghts and
orocierties of others.

56. Recognm authority
and follow instruc-
tians.

ST. Recognize personal
roles.

*-
50. EStabliarl appropriate

heterosexUal relation-
ships.

51. Know how to 'stab-
fish claw relation-
ships.

64. Develop goal seeking
behavior.

65. Strive toward self
actualization.

-t

68. Look at alternatives. 69. Anticipate
consequences.

70. Know wnere to find
good advice.

73. Write at the level
ntedied for future
goals.

74. Speak adequately for
unoorstanciing.
,

73. Understand Me sub- r-
donee of communtca-
don.

78. identify me rsmunera-
nye aspects of work.

79. Unaerstand tiassifica-
tion of jobs into dlf-
tenni occupational
systems.

SO. Identify occupational
opportunities avail-
able locally.

51. Identify sources of
occupational informs-
don.

-

.

-
84 Identify occupational

aptitudes.
45. Identify requirements

.of appropriate and
'available loos.

86. Make realistic occu-
patlonal choices. . -.

39. Work at a satisfactory
rate.

90. Accept supervision. 91. Recognize the 'moor-
tones of attiMdarice
and punctuality.

92. Meet oamenos for
. quality work.

93. Demonstrate occupa-
tional safety.

36. Oemonstrais saris-
'actory stamina inc
endurance.

97. Demonstrate sails-
factory sensory
discrimination.

.

00. :nterv'ew for a lob. 101. Adjust to compere- 102. Maintain postschom
M.* standards. aCcupelloiell

arliusemsnt_

Source: Actioteo from Life-Canrored Career Education: A Comoorency-dated Approach. by 0. E. 9rolln (Reston. VA: Council for Exceptional Children.
978)
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Figure 2
Career Competency Based Medel for Infusing Education Into Curriculum
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Source: Mooted from Career Education tor ilanclicanoad Chlicitan and Youth, by 0. E. elroiln and C. J.
K0414011 (Commode. OK Charles I Moron, 1979).

School. Family, andCommontty Experiences

A comprehensive curriculum approach like LCCE
requires close working relationships with three groups

the student's family, community agencies and organi-
zations. and business and industry. This brings a real-.
istic., meaningful aspect to the student's education. be-
cause it relates directly to performing occupational and
daily living activities.

School Personnel

The LCCE curriculum approach advocates a changing
role for special education teachers involved with stu-
dents who can be placed in regular classes and pro-
grams. The special educator should become more of a
consultant, advisor to school personnel who are teaching
the student competencies and other tonics. The special

-39-

educator also has to work closely with parents. com-
munity agencies. and industries. integrating and coordi-
nating career development efforts to benefit each stu-
dent. Further. the special educator should serve as a
resource specialist to regular classroom teachers relative
to instructional techniques and materials. student in-
formation. disability information. career development
planning, and the like.

They Family

The LCCE approach promotes greater utilization of
the student's family in providing career development
experiences in the hoMe and community. Because per-
sonal-social development is so important. the special
educator can- be of invaluable assistance in helping
families establish a psychological climate that will fac:
state those important competencies. Daily living anti
occupational competencies can be developed through
job duties in the home. family projects. and meaningful

49
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leisure and recreational pursuits. Family involvement
and cooperation can greatly increase the school pro-
gram's effectiveness in helping students attain the neces-
sary levels of career development.

The Community

Innumerable resources for career development are
available in the community. Civic groups are always
looking for special projects to undertake. School pro-
grams that have used the Experience-Based Career
Education (EBCE) approach have been surprised
how readily business and industry open their doo to
students if they feel the scho`ol is advocating a solid
program. Many public and private agencies and organi-
zations are also willing tojeinisupport and should be
utiliiennore frequently for career awareness, explora-
tion, and preparation experiences.

Utilization of these three groups is critical to success-
ful.career education programming. In the past, school
personnel have tended to use family and community
resources sparingly, These resources must be used more
substantially if the career development needs of excep-
tional students are to be truly met.

Career Development Stages

The LCCE Model, conceives of students passing
through four distinct stages of career development:
career awareness, career/exploration, career prepara-
tion, and career placement/ follow-up/continuing edu-
cation. The stages are described below.

Cared Awareness

Awareness of the world of work is awakened early in
elementary school. Children begin to learn what kinds c
of work (paid and unpaid) people do and the reasons
they do it. The students begin acquiring their own sense
of identity. seeing themselves as workers and,
in essence: begin to form a work personality. Developing
positive attitudes about work and increasing awareness
of. the types of work habits and abilities needed for
success are important at this stage. Career awareness
activities infused into the elementary curriculum add an
exciting dimension to student learning and motivation.
Most teachers do some of this now, but in many
instancesit is probably not being done enough or in an
organized manner that relates to competency attainment
and career development.

r40- r

Career Exploration

The junior-high years mark the beginning of career
exploration. This is a hands-on stage in which stude s

explore occupational areas. avocational interests, leis
and recrea,tional\pursuits. and all other areas related t
the 22 cdlopetencand career development. Voca-
tional evaluation should begin at this time and be
provided periodicallytthroughout the remaining school
years. Community resources take on an important role;
students -should have the opportunity to explore first-
hand the real world and its requirements. A variety of
experiences must be incorporated into the students'
learning so that they begin thinking more seriously
about their own unique set of abilities, interests, and
needs and how they relate to a future adult role. If career
exploration experiences are carefully planned during the
junior-high period, relevant career preparation can be
undertaken in senior high.

Career Preparation

This facet of career education shVuld begin at the
high-school level and should contain a heavy experien-
tial component. Students having the potential to acquire
most or all of the 22 competencies receive relevant
courses such as home economics, math, business, health,
driver's education, social studies, physical education,
and prious vocational courses appropriate to-their level
of interests, needs, and abilities. The use of community
resources is also extremely important. The EBCE model
mentioned previously provides a methodology for in-
volving business and industry in a meaningful job
experience program followed by longer term on-the-job
training. Students absolutely must be directed in the
daily living and personal-social skills areas, along with
the occupational.

Career Placement/ Follow-up/ Continuing Education

This is a generally neglected component of our serv-
ices to exceptismal children. Career placement occurring
near the end of the last semester, or perhaps latet.
should include not only the placement on a job for pay
but also the opportunity to assume responsible nonpaid
adult roles relating to avocation,. family living, civic and
leisure/ recreational endeavors. The family takes on a
particularly important role at this stage. Therefore, the
special educator has to work closely,knd supportively
with the family to assure everyone that the student has
acquired a sufficient adult competency level, in most or
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all of the daily :lying and personalsocial skills.. A period
of follow-up after the student leaves the school is
important. and continuing education may be necessary
some time after that if the student has difficulties or
desires further training.

TEACHING THE COMPETENCIES

The LCCE Curriculum approach requires school per-
sonnel to give attention to the students* career develop-
ment needs by initiating competency-based instruction
in the early elementary years and following through
until the student leaves the educational program. Some
competencies. or some of their subcompetencies. must
be taught during the elementary Years. whereas others
are included during the junior-high and senior-high
years. The LCCE Curriculum does not specify when this
instruction should begin. Rather, it is left to the dis-
crtion of school personnel who are the implementers,

EXAMPLE *1 (Nancy Seckei, Teacher)

Ooins In: Daily Uving Skills
Competency: M9 Getting Around the Community

(Mobility)

since they can best make that determination based on
their own situation (personneL resources, administrative
posture. type of students, and so forth).

In teaching the competencies. educators should use a
variety of instructional techniques and methods. These
may include: games. role playing, puppetry., simulated
businesses. occupational notebooks, careers of the
month, field trips. learning packages. collages, job dic-
tionaries. arts and crafts, card games. What's My Line?
occupational games. values clarification exercises, guest
speakers. job analysis activities. work samples. 'special
work assignments, and others.

The Career Education Personnel. Preparation (CEPP)
Project at the University of Missouri-Columbia pro-
vides inservice training for Missouri educators relative
to the LCCE approach. Educators undergoing training
are asked to prepare a competency unit for teachi9g one
of the subcompetencies. Examples of teacher-developed
competency units for one subcompetency in each of the
three curriculum areas are presented below.

Subaompetertoy: *40 -- Omonstrate Knowledge of
Traffic Rules and Safety Practices

Staisfut Social Studies. Spelling, English (a good time
to schedule this lesson would be during Na-
tional Safety Week in October)

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES/EVALUATION PflOCEDURES MATINIALS/RISOURCES

Announce a safety week. ,

1. The student will (wog- 1.

maze traffic signs.' sig-
nals. and markings. and
will know safety rules.

(Monday) Pus out and discuss the red
booklet on signs and the yellow card on
rules. On appropriately colored poster-
board, have each student make one sign
and one rule. Tape all of these on the
classroom wails and leave Up all week.

Have the weekly spelling lesson made up
of words such as: diamond. triangle.
octagon. pennant, square, rectangle.
circle. pentagon. directional, warning,
regulatory. pedestrian. crossing, railroad.
signals.

English assignment for the week will be
to ma a library book concerning safety
and maki a 000k report.

5 t

Booklets, pamphlets. handout
materials'

Library books

Film

Guest speaker

Bicycle

*Encourage students to put these
handouts and others on a bulletin
board in their homes for ready
reference. This might keep the
students from throwing the
handouts in a drawer or the trash
as soon as they get home.

BF.ST COPY MILAELE
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OBATIVES ACTIVITIES/EVALUATION PROCEDURES MATERIALS/RESOURCES

2. The student will kndw
bus safety rules.

I

3. The student will be able
to demonstrate proper
use of hand signals in
bicycle safety.

4. The student will be
aware of the State Law,
the bicycle safety rules,
and bicycle main-
tenance.

I. \

EfAMPLE *2

0

Announce a coloring contest.

- 2. (Tuesday the last activity of the day.)
Pass out pamphlets on school bus safety.
Have students color them with colored
pencils or colored felt-tip pens. After
they finish coloring, discuss each rule in
the pamphlet. pass out Safety Place
Mats, and serve refreshments of red
Kool-Aid*, cupcakes with yellow and
green icing, representing caution signs.

3. (Wednesday) Demonstrate appropriate
hand signals for bicycle safety., Have all
students stand beside their desks and as
you say. "left turn," "right turn," "slovi," or
"stop," the students are to give the
appropriate signals.

Continue this for a few minutes until all
students seem to be proficient in using
these signals.

4. (Thursday) Pus out poster and yellow
pamphlet on bicycling. Teacher could
bring a small bicycle to classroom and
show items requiring periodic safety
checks. Review all points in the yellow
pamphlet and give oral quiz.

(Friday) Have Safety Officer from
Missouri State Highway Patrol -come to
classroom, to show safety film and
discuss safety laws and rules. Request
that book reports be tumid in, and
administer spelling test on safety words
discussed on Monday.

(Elaine Keely, Teacher)

Domain: Personal-Social Skills
Competency: #10 Achieving Self-Awareness

Subcompetency: it44 .Identify Interests and Abilities
Subject Social Studies

tit

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES /EVALUATION PROCEDURES MATERIALS /RESOURCES

1. The student will be able
to describe himself/her-
self as an individual with
definite likes and
dislikes.

Hold a class discussion of Mutts exhibited
in certain situations. Rqie lay what he/
she would do in a given situation. Have
class members participate in forced-
choice group activity based on 15 likes/
dislikes.

-42-

"Growing Up in America"

3" x 5" cards with description of the
character and situation to be played.
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OBJECTIVES ACTIVMMIVALUATION PROCIDURIS MATIERIALS/RISOURCIS

2. The student will be able
to communicate his/her
unique self, including
hobbies. interests. skills.
grad physical character-
istics on tape for own or
others' review.

The student will be able
to demonstrate or report
on a favorite hobby or
lob he/she feels capable
of performing.

Have student answer a series of questions
on tape. These quadons are to be in the
areas of hobbies And interests. likes/dis-
likes, physical characteristics. and social
preferences.

Have student demonstrate how to perform
some part of his/her job or hobby if
demonstratable. or report on his/her job
or hobby if not dmonstratable.

IXAMPUE 03 (Sharon Bullard, Teacher)
Domain Occimational Preparation and GUidance
Compeisney: 018 Selecting and Planning

Occupational' Ch6ices

Ust of 15 questions beginning:
"If given a choice between
and I would do
(All who choose the first one go to the
other side of the room.)

Casette player/recorder and recorded
tape with series of questions or
statements.

Materials from hobbies depending on
individuals' choices or Job tools or
reports.

Subcempetency: 065 Identify Requirements of /
ProPriateiind Available Jobs

Subfeet "I Guess" Game

011JICTIVIS ACTIVITIIS/lEVALUATION PrOCIEDUNIS MATERIALS/RISOURCIIS

1. The student will be able
to recognize the require-
ments for various
occupations

2. The student will use
short-term memory skills
in learning the occupa-
tion requirements.

3. Students will work
together in a game
playing situation to
improve social skills.

Hays students play the "I Guess" game
(two or more required)

a. Place 15 picture cards in pockets.

b. Place description cards face down.

c. Oaitnate one person as the "reader."
From the top of the stack. the reader
reads aloud the job description.

d. Have the player(s give the answer and
the number of the pocket which he/she
thinks contains the matching word. \

et. Ask reader to turn (nor the card in that
pocket and allow thI player(s) to see it.
The card is replaced if incorrect jf
correct. it is given to the player who
made the correct response.

If a player chooses the "I Guess" pocket
and the correct picture is not in it. the
player is out of the game. Most cards
wins.

I Guess" game board
Picture cards
Occupational choice description
cards:

Telephone Lineperson
Medical Assistant
Secretary
Firm Worker
Truck Driver
Firoperson
Baggage Handler
House Painter
Auto Body Painter
Upholsterer-(furniture)
Air Service Clerk
Welder
Auto Miinteghce Worker
Bus Driver

-.43--
53

c-1
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The LCCE Curriculum also offers a suggested IEP
(individualized education program) structure for record-
ing a plan for specific educational services for each
student. Annual goals can be chosen from the 22
competency areas and other categories. The specific
educational services can be developed from the compe-
tency units and other sources. The short-term objectives
can be selected from the 102 subcompetencies, as well as
other sources, Thus, an IEP can be constructed from the
LCCE competencies, and competency units can be
evaluated at least in part by a Competency Rating Scale
(CRS), which was also an outcome of the project.

Thus, the LCCE Curriculum allows educators to
establish goals, criteria for success, and a method of
recording the necessary individualized plans and the
outcomes of those plans. Althiiiigh these components
are designed so they can be used separately, the com-
bination of an IEP, competency unit, and CRS can be.
considered a complete planning, instructional, and evalu-
ation package. interested readers should obtain a copy
of the LCCE Curriculum/ program guide from CEC to
review the competency units for each of the 102 sub-
competencies, the !EP format, and the CRS. The publi-
cation also contains a list of instructional materials and
resources that relate to the competencies. Detailed sug-
gestions on teaching the competencies are presented in
Chapters 4-6 of Career Education for Handicapped
Children and Youth (Brolin & Kokaska, 1979):

IMPLEMENTING THE LCCE CURRICULUM f

The LCCE approach attempts to remedy the three
difficulties noted earlier by Meyen and White (1980)
relative to implementing career education across the
country. First, although career education is not and
should not be a separate course, it Can become a visible
programming component by virtue of its three dimen-
sions the 22 competencies, school-family-community
collaboration, and the four distinct stags; of career
development. Second, career education cofftent can be
developmentally seqbenced with the competencies and
stages, which requires determination of what will be
taught, when, and by. whom. Third. the Competency
Rating Scale (CRS) can give a criterion-referenced base
for comparing students on career education concepts
and skills (competencies). Although the CRS is a gen-
e'ral referent, combining it with other instruments such
as the Social and Prevocational Battery and the Bripnce
makes continuous career education evaluation possible.

rn

-44-

Implementing the LCCE approach must begin with
several educators who are willing to provide the leader-
ship to make change happen in their school or district.
Convincing other educators that change is needed is not
easy. Three important areas have to be addressed in
order to implement such a comprehensive approach: (a)
a series of planning and implementation steps, (b) in-
service training to other personnel, Ind (c) a Career Edu-

ttion Plan for the school or district, involving all pos-
ble relevant school, family: and community personnel.

Steps in Planning and Implementation

Several years of developmental work with school sys-
tems across the country clearly revealed that any educa-
tional innovation is practically impossible to implement
without careful planning and extensive involvement and
input from many different groups of decision-makers.
Our experience identified the following as necessary
steps in implementing the-career education approach:

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

12.

Enlist the support of school district leadership
personnel (e.g., administrators, teacher and com-
munity groups).
Gain approval from the Board of tion to
begin organizing for a- career deve opment-
oriented curriculum in the district or in pilot
schobls:
Appoint a District-Wide Career Education Steer-
ink Committee (and necessary subcommittees) to
plan, implement, and manage the curriculum
development activities for career education.
Review literature and progranis on career educa-
tion to determine a philosophy and model.
Develop an acceptable definition/conceptualizA-
tion of career education so everyone will have .a
common frame of reference.
Develop an acceptable career education model.
Conduct' needs assessment studies to determine
the relative status of the current program, stu-
dents, and staff.
Prepare an inservice training program and iden-
tify persons within the school district who are
competent to serve as trainers.
Develop workshop, student, and prograro,evalua-
tion procedures..
Conduct inservice training priigram.
Develop a comprehensive Career Education Plan
for implementing the curriculum.
Gain approval from the administration and Board'
of Education to implement the plan.
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13. Secure facilities and resources for implementing
the plan.

14. Implement the plan in terms of priorities and
guidelines.

15. Conduct formative and summative erluations of
the implemented program.

"16. Change and modify the Career Education Plan as
needed.

Space limitations do not permit a detailed explana-
tion of the above steps. This brief listing, however, gives
a general idea of the implementation process. The
Trainer's Guide for Life-Centered Career Education
(I)rolin. McKay, I West, (978) provides detailed infor-
mation, suidelines, arid forms for conducting the above
activities.

hiservice Training

The LCCE Model requiris the involvement of a `Wide

range of school personnel, family and community repre-
sentatives. Inservice training should interface as many of
these individual as-possible.

The LCCE taervice Training Program involves a
group process approach. A 20-session model was de-
vised on the following topic= orientation to workshop
and other participants; use of group process techniques;
handicapping conditions; concepts; and procedures for
appropriate educational programming; career education;
instructional strategies; competency units; resources and
materials; personal-social skills; 'daily living and occu-
pational skills; community resource= family involve-
titent; individualized education isrograin; studeit assess-
ment: career education programming; review of student
competency assessment data; instructional goals and
responsibilities; instructional goals And resources: coin-,
munity assistance and adthinistrative goals; and future

sessiactions and workshop evaluation. The last six ons
involve the, participants' developing`a .Career ucation
Plan. 4. :)- .

Effective inservice training takes ,00nsidarable time
and effort. All school personnel may'not be inloli:ted or
need to be involved in every session. This determination
depends upon each school district's }unique situation.

The Career Education Plan

A Career Education Plan is important because it is
solid evidence that a number of 'people have provided

V
...

7,

input and contributed to its development. It is a com-
mitment-to change and outlines how, when. where, and
by whom career edtkon will be done. It requires the
involvement of administrators, teachers, family, and
community resources to be truly effective.

The following outline is recommended for writing the
plan:

I. School District Philosophy
IL Definition of Conceptualization of Career Edu-

cation for Handicapped Student
III. Career Education Goals/ Objectives
IV. Instructional poets/ Objectives
V. Community involvement Goals/ Objectives

VI. Administrative Goals/ Objectives
VII. Implementation

An example of a Career Education Plan written simi-
larly to the above outline was done by the School
District of West Allis-West Milwaukee. Wisconsin. In-
terested readers may want to contact Dr. Robert J.
Buehler, Director/ Supervisor of Special Education, for
a copy of their plan. .

A FINAL NOTE

The LCCE Curriculum approach offers educators the
opportunity to increase their effectiveness with excep-
tional children. It is not intended to replace most of
what is being done now but, rather, to add, a more
relevant and practical aspect to the students' education

namely, competency education for community living
and working. Although much of what is advocated is
hopefully being taught already, the LCCE Curriculum
organizes it and makes sure that all important compe-
tency areas are covered within a K-I2+ continuum.

Many school districts throughout the country have
implemented LCCE. and at least one state Washing -
ion has adopted it as their curriculum guide. Exam-

of LCCE curricula exist in St. Louis. Missouri:
-Jamestown. New York: Dallas, ,,Texas; Independence.
Kansas: Minneapblis, MinnesOta; Rat River, Missouri:'
'Racine, Wisconsin; Ames, Iowa: Joliet, Illinois: Las
Vegas. Nevada; San Diego, California; Cleveland. Ohio;
Bellevue. Washington: add many others. Sheltered work-
shops and institutional settings have also adopted the
LCCE approach. And recently it has been related to
postsecondary services through a special federal projer,
of this writer, the Lifelong Career Development (LC
Project.

Educators must break away from traditional practices
and examine their contributions to the educational

-45- 55



process. The world in which we live is becOming more
complex every year. A primary goal of education is to
assist students to become competent. LCCE, with its
emphasis on the competencies needed to work and live
effectively, can be the point of departure to accomplish
this goal. We must help exceptional children become
competent by expanding their options through a well
organized and humanistic career development process.
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Nixa Answers the Question:
"What Is a Basic Education ?"
By Villa Ann Glenn

rile 1
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(, News atm,: 5.1_1:cf5-!
School Programs in M!_:,.--;,

ecent nationwide debate over is-
sues such as mandatory compe-
tency testing, -student achieve-

ment, accountability, "back to basics"
and lack of communication between
school and home prompted personnel
in the Nixa R-H School District
(Christian County) to take a hard look
at the district's educational program.
Their analysis indicated need for:

A clear-cut definition of "basics"
and of educational responsibili-
ties.

Written goals and objectives
which could be measured.

A built-in, schoolwide evalua-
tion plan.

Parent involvement.
A Title 1V-C grant has helped the

district develop plans and activities for
achieving those four goals. The project,
which began in 1978 and is now in its
third year, is entitled "The BEST
Demands Responsibility." It provides
for curriculum revision, teachers'
workshops, special activities to improve
student knowledge in basic skill areas,
efforts to exp d parent involvement,
and developm f learning activities
based on object' es of Missouri's Basic
Essential Skills Test (BEST). The
project spans kindergarten through
eighth grade.

A 1 4-member curriculum
committee, consisting of teachers from
all grade levels (0C-8), began work for
the project with a "face the facts"
session, designed to answer a few
fundamental questions:
What is a basic education?

Basics were defined as skills that
determine how well the student meets
the demands of his own culture. Since

Mrs. Glenn is coordinator of the proj-
eel, "The BEST Demands Responsibili-
ty.

.c" '11'?'"
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the culture is in a constant state of
change. so must a basic education he.
Teachers see a danger that the "back to
basics" movement could result in a
lowering of educational standards.
Therefore. theb- priority is to design a
program that eliminates frustration for
the high-risk student and prevents
boredom for the more raPable one.
Why_ he BEST?

'The objectives of the BEST were
chosen for a framework because the
skills evaluated hr the BEST are those
that make education relevant. Teachers
feel the BEST has objectives and
activities that require profic)ency at all
grade levels.
What, Is the school's responsibility?

To analyze the total educational
program,. to revise and coordinate
the entire curriculum according
stated goals and objectives.

What is the teacher's responsibility?
To learn the most efficient and
effective methods of teaching and
evaluating basic skills to meet the
school's educational goals and
instructional objectives.

What 16 the home's responsibility?
To provide the best possible
environment and simulation for
the child, so he or she can develop
to full potential. .

What Is the student's responsibility?
To accept the challenge a basic
education demands so he or she
can cope in a culture that requires
certain responsibilfties.

eachers began revising curricula by
analyzing results from several types
of tests anifrom surveys of parents

and students. eachers' opinions were
considered, also. Textbooks were
evaluated to determine skills that were
relevant and essential to help the;
student meet the demands of today's

March 1981 /Missouri Schools



world. Specialists from the LMissouri
Department of Elementary and
Secondary ;ducation helped define
goals and objectives.

Teachers' opinions revealed that
much of their work was textbook-
oriented ikd "time-focused": they felt
frustratedlhh too much irrelevant
subject matter and too little time.
Lacking specific goals and objectives,
teachers felt they were being held
accountable without knowing what
they were being held accojintable for.
The Title IV-C project enabled teachers
to meet- in workshops where they had
time to work together to coordinate
learning activities and develop
instructional units. Teachers' comments
indicate this time was invaluable.

Since success or failure in school is
largely contingent on the home,
encouraging parents to take an active
part in their children's education has
been an important goal of the project.
Parent involvement meetings now are
held at the beginning of the school year.
They are given records which indicate
areas of learning that can be
strengthened as well as .activities for
parents and children to do together.

Parents have indicatedj their
appreciation of the effort the schIol has
madt to bridge the gap between home
and school: "I am pleased that we, as
parents, have an opportunity to help
our children achieve specific goals....We
enjoyed working with our child....I feel I
was better able to help my child by
knowing what she was expected to
Icarn....1 think the parent involvement

*program is excellent and will be even
better when we become more aware of
the advantages of using it."

The title of the project"The
BEST Demands Responsibility"
emphasizes another important goal:
teaching civic responsibility to students.
Government units emphasize the
responsibilities of citizens in a

democracy. Lower elementary students
are involved in activities that teach
democratic values in ifhe home, school
and on the playground. Students share,
take turns, and work together for the
common good. Students become aware
of the need for rules and that rules apply
to everyone; tkity are taught to solve
social conflicts in an acceptable
manner. Beginning concepts of the
structure of government arc included.
Activities include trips to city hall and
county offices in the courthouse.

Missouri Schools /March 1981

These concepts arc extended into
the middle school where students are
taught to assume responsibility for
behavior and to accept consequences
for misbehavior. Political science is

introduced at the fifth grade level,
where it becomes important for the
student to learn how governments
function. Trips are made to the county
court, where students are introduced to
law at the county level. History is
included. to teach the concept that
modern life has roots in the past and
consequences in the future. The study of
different cultures instructs students in
the rights of minorities. Learning is
reinforced at the eighth grade level
when students go to Jefferson City to
see their government in action.

Students also are taught economic
responsibility. Students in the lower
elementary grades learn that money is a
medium of exchange, and the rights and
responsibilities of consumers are

taught. In the upper grades, basic
principles of American free enterprise
are ught. CapitaliSt, communist and
sorffiist ideologies are covered.
Students are involved in activities where
they develop their own businesses.
Diversification. specialization, and
supply and demand are considered
when students learn that Sooling
resources and competition make people
strive harder. ,,,,,

Students are taught comnnica-
tion skills as part of the new emphasis
on basics. In the lower grades, students
are encouraged to take part in many
oral communication activities. These
include storytelling, role playing, and
panel discussions. Speech classes also
have been developed at the junior high
level.

Because of the positive impact of
this project, the district applied for
another Title IV-C grant to support
similar activities at the high school level.
This project ("BESTImplications for
the Secondary School') was approved
and began during the surhmer of 1980.
This project will enable teachers,
administrators and parents to build on
the framework of the K-8' project in
revising and coordinating the high
school curriculum. When this project is
complete, 'educators and parents at
Nixa will be confident they have a
flexible program with a basic structure
that leads to greater student
cotpetency in analytical, crit, al and
cre five thinking.D

)
A C .

--

Promoting better understanding of citizen-

ship and civic responsibility are important
goals of Nixa's Title 1V-C project. The pro-
ject has helped to define the responsibilities
of teachers, parents and students, and it's

earned parents' support.
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Independent Living Skills Can Be Taught
en months after graduating from high school. Chris
Falb° moved into (:hope! I Liven. a conimunihy which
would help him learn independent living skills. lie is a
handsome young man \ vull dark brown hair and warm

hazel eves. I le doesn't look disabled. I lowevershe is learning
disahlud. and because of this. he has difficulty learning the
ordinary tasks of daily life. I I c is making progress, but a lot of
time, Ohm and systematic teaching have gone into his
progress.

Chapel Haven is an unusual offshoot of the group home
movement. one of the few residential programs in-the United
States that primarily serve learning disabled people. For a
number of years. group homes have provided a place to live
for Young people with many different disabilities. They have
used carefully structured approaches to help disabled indi-
viduals begin their adult lives and practice the skills they
need to become independent.

Learning self-help, step by step
The value of this concept is uniquely demonstrated in the

programs for learning disabled people:they teach residents
activities of daily living, such as cooking, budgeting, cleaning
and shopping. The young -people live in furnished apart-
ments with roommates who arc Icarningthe same skills. Staff--
members live in the same budding and provide step lw step
training and is% entv-four hour supervision: public transpor-
tation is available for travel to work and recreational
opportunities.

We recently contacted four\programs:

Chapel I laven , New Ilaven,.Connecticut

Jewish Special Young Adults (JESPE) House,
Orange, New Jersey

Success Through Independent Living Experience
(STILE), Asbury Park, New Jersey

Terry's Residence for Young Adults (TRYA) Hos-
tel, I Iempstead, New York

Practice and coaching improve social skill
For many learning disabled young people, the most diffi-

cult problem is learning acceptable social behavior. Because
of their disability_ . they frequently do not pick up social cues;
this can 'create problems in fitting into social groups and
developing appropriate frivnilships. However. these social
skills can he taught in the same structured way that academ-
ics and daily living skills are taught. The staffs of these resi:
deuces use man approaches to teach conversation, self-
control and constructive ways of dealing with conflict.

Socialization groups :ire used as a means of teaching ac-
ceptable ways of entering and leaving conversations and
mak ing small talk in social gatherings. Role-playing is used to
Practice asking' a friend out fora movie or discussing the
latest football game. Organized social activities encourage
residents to use community and cultural resources
successfully.

Learning how to handle social situations can tx tremen-
dously encouraging to young people who hAve been reje.cted
because of social awkwardness. One young woman said:

"I Jere, I've learned how to get along with people. how to
make friends. Before I came here, I can't say I had true
friends. The director helped me. I had a session with him by
myself and we talked about how to start a conversation and
how to talk to aVerson. We rehearsed conversations."

Families are eased through transition
For most families, the process of separation and beginning

inclependence is hard: the transition can be rocky for parents
and children alike. The directors of these residences teel that
supporting families through the transition is an important
challenge. As one explained. "To help with the letting go
process, we educate the parents about their chikl's real
abilities. It takes time and suliport and commitment. It takes
time to adjust."

Jobs are key to independent&
The most important challenge in being able to live inde-

pendently is to find a job that will enable a young person to
he self-supporting. For a person with a learning disability, a
part of that challenge is to make a choice that is appropriate
to his or her own strengths. A person who has trouble
understanding money concepts should not seek a job as a
cashier, for example. Preparing for a job must include the
following steps for success:

Careful evaluAtion and assessment, geared to develop-
ing a full profile of abilities as well as difficulties;

Training that is in accord with the information devel-
oped in evaluationas well as-taking the local Oh market
into ac-count;

If possible, trying a variety of activities and skills: pre-
vocational and work-study programs can he very effective in
suggesting new possibilities;

Teaching job-related behaviorpromptness,
ty, appropriate dress;

Finding a job appropriate to each person's skills and
potential;

Follow-up by a counselor to make work adjustment go
smoothly by helping to solve any problems that arise.

When this process works well, it can be the most liberat-
ing event in a young person's life. One young woman who
was encouraged and assisted to become a nurse's aide was
overjoyed:

"When' they (Vocational Rehabilitation )'suggested that,
she lit up like a Christmas tree. She was really excited,
because her older sister is a nurse, and she had never thought
she could do a job like her older sister."

She is now working, i6ving her work, and taking classes to
increase her skills.

Learning disabled young people, like the rest of the world,
find that working every day loses its novelty. Going to work
when it's snowingor perhaps when your friends are
headed for the beachcan he hard for anyone. Counselors
help the residents through these adjustments and encourage
them to take pride in their work and their paychecks.

(continued on page 4)

Brown, D., and Ormsby, M. Independent living3skills can be taught. Closer Look, 1982,
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Independent living (anal rigid final page 3)

These pioneering programs for learning disabled young
adults have helped many graduate into independence and a
place of-their own. Each program grew out of parents' and
professionals' concern for young men and women who
graduated from high school with no direction in their lives.
The ideas they have used, the techniques they have devel-
oped and the innovative use of community resources can be
adopted by parent and community groups in other areas.
Young people can take those first steps away from home and
learn at their own pace to develop their full potential as
independent adults. It takes time, planning, persistence,
money, and development of community awareness and sup-
port to put together a succestill program but the benefits
in human and economic terms are enormous.

Patents can establish needs, design
response

How can parents and interested professionals work within
their communities to encourage such programs? The first
step is to survey their own community: What is happening to
young people when they graduate? What is available in the
community in terms of vocational training, social services
and continuing education geared to the needs of learning
disabled people? Are there any ways to reach community
leaders who may be able to contribute help of different
kinds?

Once the dimensions of the need are established, groups
can begin to set goals, establish priorities and determine the
best way to design a program that is effective for their own
community. The training component ofa program may be all
that a given communitycan or will support; other communi-
ties may have larger populations or other special circum-
stances that make a residential program feasible. The impor-
tant point is to meet the needs of young people who need
extra help in achieving independence. Their pride in achiev-
ing these successes is expressed by one young man who said:

"What would I have clone at home ?3L1st sit around? Watch
TV and listen to music? Now I have Wined to coolc,, learned
to clean and learned to budget. I have. job."

Modest achievements? Perhaps; but ordinary daily life is
made up of such modest achievements. Well-designed pro-
grams for independent living can help young people with all
kinds of disabilities to lead the fulfilling, independent lives
we want for all our children.

Dale Brown of the President's Committee on Employ-
ment of the Handicapped and Marie Ormsby
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leg / LIFE CENTERED CAREER EDUCATION

COMPETENCY RATING SCALE MANUAL

The life centered approach to career education bases its
curriculum on 22 competencies which have been identified
as necessary for personal independence in the community
and on the job (Brolin, 1974). These 22 competencies have
been further delineated into 102 subcompetencies
McIntosh, Tuoti, & Brown, 1976). If this curriculum is to

be used, a uniform method of evaluating student per-
form ice and progress in career education is needed. Al-
though here are numerous educational and psychological
devices and systems in existence for evaluating student
performance in a variety of areas, none appears to be suf-
ficiently specific or comprehensive fqr the criteria which
define the 102 subcompetencies. The Competency Rating
Scale (CRS) is an initial attempt to meet this need by pro-
viding e ucators with a systematic means of assessing
student astery of the 102 subcompetencies. The pur-
pose o his manual is to furnish the user with a guide for
rail student performance for each subcompetency, as
well as a comprehensive explanation of each subcom-
petency.

The CRS is a rating scale which the user completes by
judging a student's mastery of the subcompetencies
using the criteria presented in Chapter 3 of this manual.
Like any assessment device or system, the CRS requires
a certain degree of training of the rater before actual use
with students. Since the CRS requires judgments regard-
ing student performance and behavior, it is necessary
that all raters employ the same criteria when making
judgments. This is critical if the user intends to compare
students to ope another or to evaliiate changes in
individual performance or behavior over time.

The manual is divided into four sections. .Section I
describes the rating key and how to rate student perform-
ance and behavior. Section II explains the use of the CRS
Record Form. Section III presents explanations and be-
havioral criteria for the subcompetencies. Section IV
describes interpretation of CRS results.

The task of assessing student performance in any sub-
ject area is a difficult one. This task becomes increatingly
difficult for the educator dealing with the career educa-
tion of handicapped students.

The combined results for 285 students rated for the
first CRS field testing in the cooperating schools during
1976-1977 are presented in Table A-1 at the end of the
CRS manual. Table A-1 presents mean scores for the 22
competencies, domain totals, and grand totals by grade
level (7-12) for all students combined. Figure A-1 graphi-
cally represents domain totals and grand totals by grade
level for all students. These results are presented for
illuatrative purposes only .since the current version of
the SRS incorporates revised criteria for the subcom-
petenies, as well as a revised rating key. Although Table
A-1 cannot be used to directly interpret results obtained
from the revised CRS, it can be used to establish rough,,
pre li mina ry,ox pec ta nci es for student performance.

Further revision of the CRS including validity and
reliability studies is anticipated. Such data are not avail-
able for the present revision. Persons desiring to 6e the
CRS should be aware that it can only appropriately be
used as a research instrpinent due to the absence of
necessary supporting data. Therefore, users should
clearly indicate that data resulting from the CRS are
experimental and the result of research activities. Such
ata should net be placed in any permanent student
cords without such an explanation.

S ^ ION IRATING STUDENT PERFORMANCE

The Rating Key

' The CRS provides four alternative ratings for student
performance on each subcompetency. There are three
sources from which the user can draw information to
establish the rating for-a given subcompetency. The most
valid source of information is the rater's immediate per-
sonal observation of student performance and behavior.
The rater's personal records or notes regarding student
performance and behavior are probably less valid, but
acceptable. Finally, written or verbal reports from other
personnel are the least valid source of information, but
they may be necessary.

When sufficient information exists to rate a subcompe-
tency, one of the following ratings should be selected.

0 = Not Competent. The student is unable to perform
any of the behavioral criteria for the subcompe-
tency. This rating should be used for students
who, in the judgment of the rater, cannot be
expected to perform this subcompetency satis-
factorily for independent living. Such a student
will require special help to master the subcompe-
tency or, if not scheduled for further formal educa-
tion, will require asaistance from public or private
individuals or agencies to accomplish the be-

. ha'irioral criteria.

1 = Partially Competent. The student is able W per-
form at least one but not all of the behavioral cri-
teria for the subcompetency. This rating should be
used for students who, in the judgment of the
rater, can be expected to perform this subcompe-
tency satisfactorily for independent living follow-
ing normal teaching intervention during formal
education. Such a student might require, assist-
ance from public or private individuals or agencies
if he or she is not scheduled for further formal edu-
cation.

2 = Competent. The student is able to perform all the
behavioral criteria for the subcompetency. This
rating should be used only for those students who,
in the judgment of the rater, are able to perform
the behavioral criteria satisfactorily for inde-
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pendent living without assiatance or further for-
mal education.

NR Not Rated. The rater should use this rating for
eubcompetencies he or she is unable to rate due to
absence of sufficient information or other logis-
tical difficulty, e.g., insufficient time,

If at the time that a student is scheduled to discontinue
formal education, that student is not capable of inde-
pendently performing the behavioral criteria for a sub-
competency, the rater should determine whether the
student could accomplish the subcompetency with
assistance from others normally available in the stu-
dent's environment. This is a yes or no decision and is
further explained in Section II.

The Rater

Optimally, the same individual should rate a student's
performance and behavior for all of the subcompetencies.
However, logistical difficulties may preclude this. For
this reason, the subcompetencies are separated into the
three Life Centered Career Education domains: Daily
Living Skills, Personal-Social Skills, and Occupational
Guidance and Preparation (Section III). The CRS
Record Fortn (Section II) is also separated into these
three dornins. It is highly desirable that the same
individull rate all subcompetencies in a particular
domain. If this type of procedure is not possible, one
individnal should be designated to coordinate the ratings
of more than one rater within. a domain. If more than
one rater is employed, the coordinator should take
care to ensure that these raters strictly adhere to the
behavioral criteria for the subcompetencies. I_Ois par-
ticularly important that ratings be as precise and con-
sistent as possible since CRS results may be used to
develop and evaluate indiVidualized education programs.

Rating Intervale

Space is provided on the CRS Record Form (Section II)
for seven ratings. It is suggested that the CRS be
administered at the beginning of grade 7 and at the end
of grades 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 to establish initial func-
tioning and to monitor changes in performance and
behavior. (The CRS could be used at the elementary
grade level too, if desired.) If the rater is unfamiliar with
a student entering grade 7, rating should be postponed
until adequate observation has taken place to ensure
accurate ratings. If. the CRS is employed after a student
has completed any of the intermediate or secondary
years, it is recommended that an initial rating be adminis-
tered followed by yearly ratings. Th'e user is free to
administer the CRS as frequently as is deemed advisable.
However, caution should be taken not to "teach for the
teat." In other words, ratings should not take place im-
mediately after the student has been taught a subcompe-
tency, unless the user intends to do further ratings. A
single rating following instruction will provide little infor-

*
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Illation regarding long tIrm mastery of, the subcompe-
tency,

SECTION II USING THE CRS RECORD FORM

The CRS Record Form is separated in three sections
corresponding to the three domains: Daily 1.1%ing
Skills, Personal-Social Skills, and Occupational Guidance
and Preparation. Each part can be administered inde-
pendently. As noted in Section 1 of the manual. it 13

desirable that one individual rate all subcompetencies
in a particular domain. This is a matter that each user
must determine depending on his or her prirtiollor
situation. A blank CRS Record Form is presented in
Appendix B and may be used as a master for duplication.
Figure A-2 at the end of the CRS Manual presents
completed Record Form for a hypothetical student.
An initial rating at the beginning of grade 7 and annual
ratings at the end of grades 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 are
illustrated.

Identifying Information
The CRS Record Form provides space to record the
student's name, date of birth, and sex. Space is also prb-
vided for the name and address of the student's school.

Directions

The directions for the CRS Record Form indicate that
the user should choose one of the four possible
ratings for each subcompetency. The nume7ical ratings
should be recorded in the space to the right of the sub-
competetIcy. The NR rating should be assigned to items
that are not rated. The subcompetencies are listed on
the left side of the CRS Record Form and are grouped
under the competencies. Space is provided at the head
of each rating column to record the raters name( al,
the student's grade level, and the date(s) of the rating
period. If the ratings are completed in a single day, only
that date need be recorded. However, if the ratings
require more than one day, the user should record both
the beginning and ending dates. It is recommended that
ratings be completed as quickly as possible (e.g., one
day to one week).

A yes/no rating is possible in the final column on the
right side of the CRS Record Form. This space is pro,-
vided for the rater to indicate whether a student who
is finishing formal education can perform unmastered
subcompetencies with the assistance of individuals
normally present in his or her environment. This column
needs to be completed only for subcompetenciei assigned
a final rating of 0 or 1. Place a check ( ) in the yes or no
space if needed.

The user will note that Competency 21 in the Occu-
pational Guidance and Preparation Domain has no sub-
competencies. Space is provided following Competency
21 to list specific occupational skill training the student
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is receiving during the six intermediate and secondary
years. The rater should rate this training in the same
manner as the other subcompetencies by treating the
skill training as a subcompetency. However, only the
training during the final year of education is rated,
although training received every year should be recorded.
Consequently, a numerical rating only for item j (training
received during the final year of education) .should be
recorded in the seventh rating column. A similar yes
or no rating can also be determined for this training
if it is not complete at the end of the formal education.

Space is provided following the listing of the sub-
competencies for the total possible score if a student
were assigned the highest rating for each subcompe-
tency in a domain. This value is determined by omitting
Competency 21 from the calculations, except for ratings
in the last year of formal education. The total possiblb
score can be calculated by counting the number of rated
items (N) and multiplying by the highest possible rating
(2). Thus, total possible score (TPS) = N x 2. To the
right of the total possible score, space is provided to
record the student's total actual score (TAS) which is
the sum of the ratings for all rated items. Space is pro-
vided below the TAS to record the average score per
item (AS). The AS is calculated by dividing the TAS
by N (thus, AS = TAS N). Space is provided at
the end of the Occupational Guidance and Preparation
section for a cumulative total possible score, a cumu-
lative total actual score, and a cumulative average score.
The culumative TPS can be calculated by adding the
'PPS's for the three domains. Note: The TPS and the
cumulative TPS must be calculated for each adminis-
tration since the number of rated items may vary with
each administration. The cumulative TAS can be
calculated by adding the TAS's from the three domains.
The cumulative AS can be calculated by adding the
AS's from the three domains and dividing by 3. Thus,
the user can evaluate performance and behavior for each
domain as well as the three domains combined. There
is space provided for comments at the end of each
Record Form.

SECTION IIIBEHAVIORAL CRITERIA FOR
RATING SUBCOMPETENCIES

A list of the 102 subcompetencies grouped into the
three career education domains follows. Competency 21
consists of 6 subcompetencies which are, in fact, what-
ever skill training the student is receiving. Each sub-
competency is conceptually described and further
defined by behavioral criteria. A rank ordering of the
criteria for each subcompetency in order of importance
for the subcompetency was performed by five national
education experts. Further revision of the original cri-
teria considered clarity and specificity. As discussed in
Section I, the rater should compare student performance

to the behavioral criteria for each subcompetency to
determine the degree of mastery. The ratings from the
rating key can then be assigned to each subcompetency
(item) based on the number of criteria which the student
is able to perform for each subcompetency.

DAILY i.IVING SKILLS

1. Managing Family Finances

L Identify money and make correct change. The student
should be able to use common denominations of currency
in daily activities.
a. Identify various forms of currency by size and de-

nomination.
b. Count money in coin and bill denominations.
c. Make correct change from both coins and bills.

2. Make wise expenditures. The student should be able to
use available information to purchase necessities within
his/her income.
a. Demonstrate the ability to read and use tags and labels

in common purchasing. o

b. Categorize purchasable items in regard to quality and
quantity.

c. Identify and differentiate luxury and n essity purchasesef
in the areas of food, clothing, housing, nd transporta-
tion.

d. Differentiate between regular and sale items.
3. Obtain and use bank and credit services. The student should

be able to use common banking services.
a. Open a checking account.
b. Open a savings account.
c. Write checks, make deposits, a1, record checking trans-

actions.
d. Make deposits, withdrawals, and record savings

transactions.
e. Identify resources for obtaining loans.

4. Keep basic financial records. The student should be able to
construct and use a simple budget.
a. Construct a personal budget (weekly, biweekly, or

monthly).
b. Identify information and items which should be retained.
c. Record major income and expenses.
d. Calculate balances pf major cirbts.

5. Cakulate and pay taxes. The student should be aware of
basic yearly taxes and the procedures for their computa-
tion and filing.
a. List taxes normally assessed in the geographical area.
b. Identify deadlines for payment of common taxes.
c. Complete tax forms.
d. Identify sources for assistance with calculation/filing of

common taxes.

2. Selecting, Managing, and Maintaining a Home

6. Select adequate housing. The student should be aware of
his/her housing needs and resources to meet these needs.
a. Identify personal or family housing requirements, e.g.,

space, location.
b. Identify types of housing available in the community.
c. Identify advantages and disadvantages of different

types of housing.
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d. Identify procedures for renting a house or apartment.
e. Identify procedures for buying a house.

7. Maintain a home. The student should be able to perform
routine home cleaning and maintenance,
a. List routine cleaning and maintenance activities.
b. Identify t.6 uses of common household cleaning products

and equipment, e.g., detergents, vacuum cleaner.
c. Outline a weekly housekeeping routine.
d. Use common cleaning products and equipment.

8. Use basic appliances and tools. The students should be
able to use basic equipment for home maintenance.
a. Identify common appliances and tools found in the home.
b. Demonstrate the use of basic appliances and tools.
c. Demonstrate safety procedures when using appliances

and tools.
d. Perform basic home repairs, e.g., lights, locks, painting.

9. Maintain home exterior. The student should be able to per-
form routine exterior repairs and maintenance.
a. Identify basic appliances and tools used in exterior main-

tenant°, e.g., rake, lawnmower.
b. Demonstratthe use of basic appliances and tools.
c. Demonstrate safety procedures when using appliances

and tools.
d. Perform common exterior home maintenance and repairs,

e.g., grass cutting, painting.

3. Caring for Personal Needs

10. Dress appropriately. The student should dress appropriately
for work, social, and leisure activities according to weather
conditions.
a. List clothing approjriate for different weather condi-

tions.
b. List clothing appropriate for different activities.
c. Select appropriate clothing for a given occasion.

11. Exhibit proper grooming and hygiene. The student should
be able to care for his/her own personal appearance and
hygiene.
a. Demonstrate the ability to wash individual body parts

and use of bathtub/shower.
b. Demonstrateyroper oral hygiene, e.g., brushing, floss-

ing.
c. Demonstrate proper use of deodorant, hair care products,

manicure products, etc. --
12. Demonstrate knowledge of physical fitness, nutrition, and

weight control. The student should be able to combine nutri-
tion and exercise in order to maintain normal fitness and
weight.
a. List ways in which nutrition relates to health.
b. List ways in whicli exercise relates to health.
c. Describe meals balanced for nutritional and caloric

content.
d. Perform common physical exercises, e.g., walking,

jogging.
13. Demonstrate knowledge of common illness prevention and

treatment. The student should recognize common illnesses
and health hazards and be aware of resources for treatment.
a. List major symhtoms of common illnesses.
b. Identify potential hazards found in the home.
c. List health reasons for cleanliness.
d. Identify resources for assistance with medical problems.
e. List common medicines found in the home and their uses.
f. Demonstrate basic first aid techniques.
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4. Raising Children and Enriching Family Living

14. Prepare for adjustment to marriage. The student should
recognize basic adjustments and responsibilities involved
in marriage and aids to those adjustments.
a. Identify personal adjustments in marriage.
b. Describe personal responsibilities in marriage.
c. Describe joint responsibilities in marriage.
d. List reason for family planning.
e. List methods of contraception.

15. Prepare for raising children (physical carel. The student
should bd aware of basic responsibilities and methods
involved with the physical care of children.
a. List responsibilities involved in child care.
b. Demonstrate procedures for care of child's physical

health.
c. Demonstrate basic safety measures for protection of

children.
d. Identify symptoms of common childhood illnesses.
e. List basic stages of child development.

16. Prepare for raising children (psychological care). The stu-
dent should be aware of the basic psychological needs of
children.
a. Recognize the child's relationship to the family.
b. Identify the child's psychological needs, e.g., love, sup-

port, acceptance.
c. List parental responsibilities involved in the psycho-

logical care of the child.
d. Listrays to meet parental responsibilities.
e. Ideally common family problems and ways of dealing

with these problems.
17. Practice family safety in the home. The student should

be aware of common health hazards and precautions.
a. List potential safety hazards in the home.
b. Identify appropriate action to take in the event of an

emergency.
c. Demonstrate appropriate first aid for home accidents,

e.g., cuts, burns.
d. Identify potential dangers to children outside the home.

5. Buying and Preparing Food

18. Demonstrate appropriate eating skills. The student should
be able 60 employ common table etiquette.
a. Understand the need for proper manners and eating

behavior.
b. Eat a meal using proper etiquette.
c. Serve different types of food properly.
d. Eat a meal at a restaurant or public place.

19. Plan balanced meals. The student should be able to plan

all basic components of a balanced meal.
a. Identify the basic fooil group required in each meal.
b. Identify appropriate _foods aten at the three typical

daily meals.
c. Describe the time required to prepare foods from the

, basic f'ood groups.
d. Plan a meal within a personal budget.

20. Purchase food. The student should be able to shop for and

select basic foods within a personal budget.
a. Construct a shopping list within a budget.
b. Recognize the cost per unit of basic foods, e.g., quart of

milk, dozen eggs, loaf of biead.
c. Distinguish the quality of perishable foods.
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d. Identify different types lid cuts of meat, fish, and poul-
try. .

e. Use newspaper ads to take advantage of sales.
f. Locate various food retailer locations.

21. Prepare meals. The student should master the basic health,
. safety, counting and measuring, and recipe reading Skills
involved in food preparation.
a. Identify food preparation procedures, e.g., washing, peel-

ing, cooking.
b. Follow written instructions to prepare food.
c. State the use of basic appliances and cooking utensils.
d. Define basic liquid and solid measures..,
e. Practice kitchen safety procedures. a

f. Prepare a complete meal for one or more people.
22. Clean food preparation areas. The student should under

stand the need for cleanliness and basic kitchen cleaning
procedures.
a. Maintain personal hygiene in food preparation areas.
b. List reAsons for cleaning work area and materials after

food preparation.
c. Demonstrate appropriate cleaning procedures.
d. Demonstrate proper waste disposal.

23. Store food. The student should be able to store food so that
it will not spoil or be damaged.
a. Recognize the'need for proper food storage.
b. Identify appropriate food storage techniques for different
. foods.
c. Identify ways in which food may spoil.
d. Demonstrate appropriate food storage procedures.

6. Buying and Caring for Clothing

24. Wash clothing. The student should be able to launder
his/herown clothing.
a. Describe common laundry products and equipment and

their uses.
b. Demonstrate appropriate laundering procedures for dif-

ferent types of clothing.
c. Use the facilities at a laundromat.

25. Iron and store clothing. The student should be able to iron
different types of fabrics and articles of clothing as well as
store cloting appropriately.
a. Identify proper ironing temperature for common fabrics.
b. Demonstrate proper ironing techniques for basic, cloth-

ing articles. .
c. Demonstrate appropriate safety precautions for using

ironing equipment.
d. Identify when, how, and where to store clothing.

26. Perform simple mending. The student should be able to
repair damaged or worn clothing by hand/machine.
a. Demonstrate basic hand/machine sewing.
b. Demonstrate additional repair techniques, e.g., sewn

patches, iron-on patches.
c. Match colors and fabrics.

27. Purchqse clothing. The student should be able to select and
purchase clothing in appropriate sizes for varying situa-
tions.
a. List basic articles of clothing. e.g., shirts, slacks, dresses,

coats, shoes.
b. Identify personal body measurements.
c. List major clothing categories, e.g., dress, work, casual,

sports.
d. Select a wardrobe within a personal budget,

7. Engaging in Civic Activities

28. Generally understand local laws and government,. The
studertt should have a basic understanding of local laws and
governmental structure.
a. List and describe basic categories of local laws, e.g.,

person, property, traffic.
b. Identify consequences of violating laws.
c. List basic reasons for government and laws.
d. Describe the roles and duties of local officials.

29. Generally understand federal government. The student
should have a basic understanding of the structure and pur-
pose of federal government.
a. Define the purpose of government.
b. Generally define democracy and representative

government.
c. List the three branches of government and their

functions.
d. Describe the historical antecedents of the federal goy-

ernment.

30. Understand citizenship rights and responsibilities. The"
student should be aware of basic civil rights and responsibil-
ities.
a. List basic civil rights, e.gil equal opportunity in employ-

ment, education, protection by the law.
b. Identify various -community -services available to

citizens, e.g., police protection, public health.
c. List major responsibilities of citizens, e.g., voting, paying

taxes, observing laws.

31. Understand registration and voting procedures. The student
should be aware of basic registration and voting procedures,
as well as knowing the basic time deadlines for these proce-
dures as they relate to major elections.

4,1/4 a. Identify voting requirements and procedures.
4b. Identify the importance of being an informed voter.
c. List the dates for basic elections and the procedures for

registration.
d. Identify sources which inform the voter about election

issues.

32. Understand selective service procedures. Although there Is
no longer a general draft, students should be aware of prior
selective service procedures and citizen obligations. This
knowledge will be particularly important in the future if
women are required to participate in any k.t_gre drafts.
a. Identify who must register for the Ardeiccording to cur-

rent policy.
b. Identify when eligible draftees must register.
c. Locate selective service offices serving a particular geo-

graphical area.

33. Understand civil rights and responsibilities when questioned
by the law. The student should be aware of his/her res-
ponsibility to answer inquiries from law enforcement offi-
cials as well as being aware of sources for assistance when
answering these inquiries.
a. List basic civil rights when being questioned by law en-

4 forcement officials, e.g., the right to have legal rep-
resentation before questioning.

b. Identify resources where one can acquire legal aid.
c. Identify obligations when being questioned by law enfor-

cement officials.
d. Describe the basic court system and its procedures.
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R. Utilizing Recreation and Leisure Time

34. Participate actively an group activities. The student should
be aware of ,and utilize recreational resources, particularly
involving group participation.
a. Demonstrate competence in basic physical skills.
b. Identify reasons (or participating in group activities.
c. Demonstrate knowledge of the rules of several activities.
4, 'Demonstrate food sportsmanship.
e. Demonstrate proper care of equipment.

35. Know activities and available community resources. The
student should be aware of basic public and private
recreational resources in the community.
a. List activities available through both public and private

community resources.
b. Identify activities appropriate to the different seasons of

the year.
c. List the physical and/or financial requirements of com-

mon recreational activities.
d. Participate in recreational activities outside the lultne.

36. Understand r reational values. The stu nt should bett
aware of the al of nonwork activities in bo h physical and
mental beak
a. Differentiate between leisure and work time. ,

b. List ways in which recreation affects both physical and
mental health, e.g., maintains physical fitness, 'provides
for emotional relaxation.

c. List personal leisuretime requirements, e.g., the need for
physical activity as a result of sedentary employment.

d. Describe appropriate personal leisure activities.
37. Use recreational facilities in the community. The student

should demonstrate the ability to make use of commonly
available community recreational facilities.
a. Utilize recreational facilities and equipment in the com-

munity.
b. Arrange transportation to recreational facilities.

38. Plan and choose activities wisely. The student should be
able to choose and plan leisure activities with regard to
personal needs, interests, and finances.
a. List enjoyable activities.
b. Differentiate between activities according to cost, time,

and location.
c. Differentiate between activities done individually, small

or large groups.
d. Develop an individual plan of leisure activities.
Plan vacations. The student's hould be able to plan the use of
extended periods of leisure time.
a. Identify financial considerations involved in planning a

vacation'
b. List time considerations involved in planning a vaca-

tion.
c. List possible vacation activities.
d. List resources available for help with making vacation

plans.
e. Describe a proposed vacation plan.

9, Getting around the Community (Mobility)

40. Demonstrate knowledge of traffic rules and safety practices.
The student should be aware pf basic pedestrian and vehicle
laws and practices.
a. List basic pedestrian safety signs and procedures, e.g.,

crosswalks, pedestrian signal.
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b. Identify reasons for common traffic and safety rules/
practices, e.g., safety, orderly movement of machines and
people.

c. Identify vehicle safety signs and procedures.
4'1. Demonstrate knowledge and use of various means of

transportation. The Student should understand address
systems and be able to utilize commonly available trans-
portation.
a. Demonstrate the ability to utilize local transportation.
b. Demonstrate the ability to locate street addresses, e.g.,

differentiate directions and numbering systems.
c. Identify transportation available in the community'. )
d. Identify transportation most appropriate for.-pers6nal

needs.
e. Interpret, city and state and road maps, e.g., directions,

symbols, distance.
42. Drive a car. The student should prepare for an operator's

examination as well as demonstrate knowledge of driving
techniques for various situations.
a. Demonstrate proficiency on the written portion of opera-

tor's examination.
b. Perform all necessary manual operations required to pass

operator's examination.
c. Demonstrate knowledge of driving techniques appro-

priate for various weather conditions.
d. Describe appropriate procedures to follow a (er being

involved in an accident.

PERSONAL: SOCIAL SKILLS

10. Achieving Self Awareness

43. Attain a sense of body. The student should know how his

body looks.
a. Identify major parts of the body.
b. List personal physical characteristics.
c. Describe "typical- physical characteristics and dimen-

sions.
44. Identify interests and abilities. The student should know

what he likes to do and what he is good at.
a. List personal abilities.
b. Identify personal interests.
c. Demonstrate goal setting in relation to interests and abil-

ities.
d. List preferences that span a wide range of daily activity,

45. /dentifyernotions. The student should be able to recognize
and labbl his/her feelings and feelings of others.
a. Identify common emotions, e.g., love, hate,' happiness,

sadness.
b. List ways in which one's emotions affect the behavior of

self and others.
c. Differentiate particular emotions in self and others.
d. Identify ways in which one may cope with different feel-

ings.
46. Identify needs. The student should know what his/her phys-

ical needs and psychological needs are and how these are
met.
a. List basic physical needs.
b. List basic psychological needs.
c. Identify ways to meet the physical needs.
d. Identify ways to meet the psychological needs.

47. Understand the physical self. The student should know the
physiological changes in males and females and exhibit an
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awareness of sexual facts in preparation for his/her future
sex role.
a. Demonstrate knowledge of age-appropriate sexual in-

formation.
b. List similarities and differences in male and female

bodies.
c. List components of own future sex role.

11. Acquiring Self Confidence

48. Express feelings of worth. The student should be able to toll
the arelas in which he/she is adequate and in Which he/she is
worthwhile.
a. List positive physical and psychological' attributes.
b. Express ways in which positive attributes make him/her

feel good.
c. List characteristics necessary to feelgood about oneself.
d. Describe ways in which the action of others affects.one's

feelings of worth. .4
$ 49. Tell how others see him/her. The student should be able to

identify the basic impressions he/she makes on others.
e. List potential reactions of others to oneself.
b. Construct a personal view of how others see oneself.
c. Describe the relationship between own behaviors and

others' reactions.
d. Demonstrate awareness of individual difference in others.

50. Accept praise. The student should be able to recognize and
accept praise from others.
a. Identify statements of praise in everyday activities.
b. List appropriate and inappropriate responses to praise.
e. Respond to praise statements by others.
d. List the effects of praise on oneself.

51. Accept criticism. The student should be able to accept crit-
icism and/or rejection. It is especially important that the
student. be able to continue in a situation in.the face of crit-
icism or rejection.
a. Identify critical and/or rejecting types of statements.
b. List appropriate ways to respond to criticism and/or re-

jection.
c. Respond appropriately to critical statements.
d. List the positive and negative effects of criticism on self.

52. Develop confidence in self The student should be able to
focus on4Phe positive characteristics he/she possesses in
order to develop self confidence.
a. Identify positive characteristics of oneself in a variety of

areas, e.g school, work, recreation.
b. List appropriate ways to express confidence in oneself.
c. Make positive statements'abrt oneself.
d. Identify pbtential reactions of others to expressions of

self confidence.

'12. Achieving Socially Responsible Behavior

'463. Know character: traits needed for acceptance. The student
should be aware of individual chturcteriatics that promote
and hinder acceptance.
a. Identify own acceptable character traits.
b. Identify acceptable character traits in other.
c. List character traits necessary for acceptance in various

situations..
d. List different character traits that inhibit acceptance.

54. Know proper 'behavio'r in public places. The student should
,be aware of appropriate. behaiior for common public
settings.

fs
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a. Identify reasons for appropriate behavior in public
places.

b. Identify appropriate behavior when using transportation

c. Identify appropriate behavior when. using eating Neil-
,

ities.
d. Identify apprQpriate behavior when using recreational

facilities.
55. Develop respect for the rights and properties of others. The

student should be aware of the rights of private ownership
and should know appropriate behavior when dealing with
the property of others.
a. Identify personal and property rights of others, e.g., free,

dom from physical injury, control of personal property.
b. Identify reasons for respectitg the rights and property of

others.
c. Demonstrate respect for other persons and their

property, e.g.k talking in turn, appropriate care of
borrowed items.

d. List appropriate situations and procedures for borrowing
the property of others.

561 Recognize authority and follow instructions. The student
should recognize those persons and roles that typically have
the right, to give instructions and be able to follow minimal
instructions.
a. Identify common authority roles, e.g., teachers, parents,

public officials.
b. Identify reasons for following instructions, e.g., safety,

order, convenience.
c: Respond approprizitily to specific instructions from auth-

orities.
d. Identify situations in which the individual has the right

to disreg*I instructions from authorities, e.g., participa-
tion in a physical activity when ill.

57. Recognize personal roles. The student should be aware of his
roles in common situations, e.g., home, school, work,
recreation.

Identify currentroles, e.g., child, student, worker.
Identify possible future roles, e.g., spouse, parent,
worker.

C. List roles of significant others, e.g., parents, teachers,
employers.

CI. Describe rights and obligations involved in personal roles
as they interact with the roles of others, e.g., teacher in-
structs and makes assignments while students gain
knowledge and complete tasks.

a.
b.

13. Mainta Good Interpersonal Skills

58.' Know ho listen and respond. The student should know
when and how to-listen to others, as well as appropriate re-
sponses to others in common verbal situations.
a. Identify proper listening techniques, e,.g., look at the

, speaker, wait for the speaker to finish.
b. Demonstrate appropriate listening techniques.'
cAdentify positive outcomes of liqtening appropriately,
- e.g., gain information, detrfonstration Of respect for

others.
d. Identify negative aspects of listening inappropriately,

e.g.., others may not speak, or may not be candid when
speaking.

59. Know how to make and maintain friendships. The student
should be aware of the qualities he/she would like to have in
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a friend and recognize the rights and responsibilities
involved in friendship*.
a. Identify necessary components of a friendship.
b. List personalkonsiderations in Choosing a friend.
c. List the rights and responsibilities involved in friend-

ships.
d. List activities that can be shared with friends.

60. Establish appropriate heterosexual relationships. The
stutlent should be aware of appropriate roles and common
procedures for esta btishing heterosexual relationships.
a. Identify behavior appropriate to sex role.
b. Identify qualities of an individual who would be desirable

as a dating partner.
c. Describe appropriate procedures for making a date.
d. Identify activities that are appropriate for a date.

61. Know how to establish close relationships. The student
should recognize the characteristics of intimate friendships,
including acceptance and responsibilities.
a. List characteristics of close relationships, e.g., trust,

acceptability, openness.
b. List different typos of close relationships, e.g., parent-

, child, husband-wife, best friends.
c. Recognize and respond to intimate feelings of others.
d. Identify persons' with whom he/she could establish a

close relationship.

14. Achieving Independence

62. Understand the impact of behavior on others. The student
should understand that his/her daily behavior affects others
around him/her.
a, List ways in which personal behavior affects others

around him/her, e.g., disturb work, sleep, provide good or
bad examples.

b. List situations in which appropriate behavior is critical,
e.g., job interviews, work, school.

c. Recognize cues from others that behavior is inappropri-
criticisms, rejection.

d. IdAtify ways in which to correct inappropriate behavior,
e.g., ask othIrs for advice, imitate appropriate' role
models ( parents, teachers, close friends.

63. Understand self organization. The student should be able to
take responsibility for organizing his/her life in terms of
tasks and commitments to others in relation to the time
available to fulfill these.
a. Plan daily activities.
b. Identify areas of responsibility in personal life.
c. Identify reasons for organizing one's responsibilities/

activities.
d. Describe ways in which personal organization relates to

greater independence. e.g.. better ability to deal with
routine and unexpected responsibilities.

64. Develop goal seeking behavior. The student should develop
positive attitudes toward reaching personal goals and
understand his/her values toward developing future goals.
a. Define a goal.
b. List personal goals.
c. Identify characteristics of realistic goals.
d. Identify appropriate persons for assistance with setting'

goals.
e. Identify potential barriers to goals.

65. Strive toward self actualization. The student should develop
habits and attitudes necessary for individual growth.

15.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.
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a. Identify important characteristics for personal growth.
e.g., gctod habits, positive attitudes, perseverance.

b. Lis ants necessary for a satisfactory personal life.
c. ldenti sources for continued educational/psychological

gro

Achieving Problem Solving Skills

Differentiate bipolarconcepts. The student should he able to
differentiate between such concepts as positive and negative
as they relate to his/her ideas, plans, values, and decision
making skills.
a. Examine positive and negative aspects of personal ideas/

behavior.
b. Identify reasons why ideas, values, and plans have both

potentially positive and negative implications.
c. Identify situations that require examination of. both

po Live and negative aspects.
Un rstand the need for goals...The student should under-
et d the relationship of goals to problem solving behavior.
a. Identify ways that goals affect one's life.
b. Set model pefsonal goals.
c. List outcomes to be considered ili goal setting.
d. Lisl examples of goal attainment.
Look at alternatives. The student should be able to seek in-
formation and examine alternatives in relation to decision
makOg processes.
a, patine the meaning of alternatives.
b. List:possible alternatives with respect to a personal goal.
c. Utilize compromises and altiirnatives.
d. List ways of seeking and finding information that de-

velops alternatives.
Anticipate consequences. The student should be able to re-
cognize different outcomes developing from decisions.
a. Define "consequences.' or outcomes.
b. List ways in which personal behavior produces con-

sequences.
c. Describe the concept of maximum gain for minimum risk.
Know where to find good advice. The student should recog-
nize when he/she nee s outside advice, as well as-be aware of
where to find such ad 'ce.
a. Identify situations i which one would need advice.
b. List available resources for resolving problems.
c. Describe the procedure for contacting appropriate per-

sons for assistance.
d. List potential outcomes.ef seeking advice.

16. commuiiicating Adequately with Othe;s

71. Recognize emergency situations., The student should re-
cognize the sound and meaning of emergency sound; such as
sirens and fire alarms, as well at know the appropriate
procedures at thoseatimes.
e. Identjfy sights and sounds of emergency situations.
b. Identify appropriate authorities to contact in emergency

situations.
c. Describe personal communications indicating emergency

situations.
d. List personal responsibilities in emergency situations,

e.g., how to report fires or accidents.
72. Read at the level needed for future coals. The student should

be able to read at a 2.5 grade level as a minimum and be fam-
iliar with procedures for obtaining information from news-
papers and directories.
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a. Demonstrate the ability to read at minimum level.
b. Describe common varieties of information available in

his/her environment.
. c. React labels and directions.

d. Obtain information from newspapers.
e. Obtain information from telephone directories.

73. Write at the level needed for future goals. The student should
exhibit writing and spelling skills adequate for social cor-
respondence, job applicatiohs, telephone messages.
a. Write informational notes.
b. Complete job applications.
c. Write personal letters.
Id. Take telephone messages.

74. Speak adequately for understanding. The student should be
able to make consonant and vowel sounds properly with
adequate inflections and should be able to express his/her
thoughts in complete sentences.
a. Participate in social conversations.
b. Demonstrate proficiency in basic language skills.
c. Demo9strate OW ability to adjust voice to situations.
d. DeMonstrate a variety of verbal expressions.

75. Understand the subtleties of communication. The student
should be able to recognize commonalities in his/her com-
munications to others and their communications to him/her.
a. Identify the nonverbal elements of communication.
b. Demonstrate verbal and nonverbal elements of com-

munication.
c. Identify verbal expressions that correspond to feelings.
d. Identify verbal expressions that are inconsistent with

feelings.

OCCUPATIONAL. GUIDANCE AND PREPARATION

17. Knowing and Exploring Occupational Possibilities

76. Identify the personal values met through work. The student
should understand his/her own personal values and needs
satisfied by work.
a. Recognize that work is necessary to obtain economic in-

dependence.
b. Identify the role of employment in building personal and

social relationships.
c. Identify personal needs that can bejpet through work.
d. Describe how work relates to one's self esteem.

77. Identify the societal values met thr8ugh'work. The student
should understand how occupations relate to the needs and
functions of society.
a. Identify ways in which individuaLworkers help society,

e.g., contribute goods and services, pay taxes.
b. Identify ways in which members of'epecific occupations,.

contribute to society, e.g., production workers, pro.
fessionals.

c. Identify Ways in which workers on different jobs are
interdependent.
Describe societal rewards for different occupations, e.g.,
income, esteem.

78. Identify the remunerative aspects of work. The student
should understand that there are various forms of film-
pensations for work, e.g piece rates, salaries, hourly wages,
commissions.
a. Identify reasons why people are paid for working, e.g.,

they are doing a service, they meet a need.

d.

b. Identify reasons why some jobs pay better than others,
,e.g., more training involved, higher level of skill.

c. Discuss meeting personal needs through wages, e.g., pur-
chasing clothes, food, shelter.

d. Describe the positive and negative aspects of different
kinds of wages, e.g., piece rate versus hourly wage.

79. Understand classification of jobs into different occupational
..zystents. The student should understand that jobs may be
classified in different occupational categories.
a. Identify the major categories of jobs relevant to his/her

interests.
b. Identify general job categories, e.g., wLite versus blue

collar, service versus production, skilled versus unskilled.
c. Describe training requirements and wages relating to

common job classifications.
80. Identify occupational opportunities available locally. The

student should be aware of employment opportunities in
his/her own community. Ile/she should also be aware that
opportunities vary in different localities.
a. List sources of information about employment opportun-

ities.
b. Locate sources of information about employment oppor-.

tunities.
c. Utilize the sources of informatibn about employment op-

portunities, e.g., read want ads, meet with placement
specialists.

d. Describe differences and employment opportunities in
varying localities, e.g., rural versus urban, small versus
large cities.

81. Identify sources of occupational information. The student.
should be familiar with persons/agencies, as well as .

directories providing information about occupations.
a. Identify sources of occupational information, e.g.,

Occupational Outlook Handbook, guidance counselor,
employment service.

b. Identify the kinds of information provided by each
source.

c. Utilize occupational information sources to obtain in-
formation specific to a particular job.

18. Selecting and Planning Occupational Choice

82. Identify major occupational needs. The student should be
aware of his/her personal needs which can be_ met through
employment.

Identify the criteria he/she would use in selecting an
occupation, e.g., salary, type of 'environment, type of
.responsibilities.
Relate his/her needs to a specific occupational environ-
ment, e.g., outdoors versus indoors, factory versus com-
munity.
Relate his/her needs to a specific job, e.g., directing
others, working alone, having specific responsibilities.
Identify personal/social needs met through work, e.g.,
acceptance. approval, friendship.
Identify status needs met through work, e.g., standard of
living, respect.

-83. Identify major occupational interests. The student should be
aware of his /her personal preference regarding the different
occupational groups.
a. Identify one or more occupations he/she is interested in

pursuing.
b. Describe the characteristics of that occupation or occupa-

tions that en_pble him/her to pursue interests.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.



c. Describe Ways thit an occupation relates to future goals.
84. /dewily occupational aptitudes. The student should be

aware of his/her own strengths and weaknesses as they re-

late specifically to his/her future in the world of work.

a. Identify different aptitudes necessary in the performance
of various jobs, e.g.. speed, accuracy, manual dexterity,
rending ability.

b. Identify personal aptitudes, e.g.. epee& accuracy, fine

motor coordination, eye-hand coordination.
c. Identify activities which can improve aptitudes neces-

sary for a personally preferred job.
d. Practice remedial activities.

85. Identify requirements of appropriate and available jobs. The

student should be able to understand and identify prere-
requisite skills and training necessary for available jobs.

a. List the requirements for jobs of interest.
b. Determine the extent to which personal qualifications are

commensurate with requirements of jobs of interest.

c. Identify alternatives for occupations for which personal
qualifications are not, commensurate with identified

requirements.
86. Make realistic occupational choices. The student should be

able to integrate his/her knowledge of occupations, specific

jobs, and his/her own assets in a systematic manner to

select an appropriate occupation.
a. Identify one or more jobs of interest.
b. Obtain specific written infor ion about the above jobs,

e.g., qualification e.

c. Obtain observational information about the above jobs
through participation, e.g., on site visits, work samples,

job tryouts.
d. Determine whether identified jobs are commensurate

with interests, abilities, and physical and psychological

needs.

19. Exhibiting Appropriate Work Habits and Behaviors

87. Follow directions. The student should be able to successfully
implementAstructions and complete a task as directed.
a. Perform a series of tasks in response to verbal instruc-

tions.
b. Perform a series of tasks in response to written instruc-

tions.
88. Work with others. The student should understand the need

for cooperation and be able to work cooperatively with
others to achieve a common goal.
a. Identify reasons for working with others, e.g., efficiency,

need for more than one person to complete a particular
task.

b. Recognize the importance of individual components in a
cooperative effort.

c. Complete a task working with other persons.
89. Work at a satisfactory rate. The student should be able to

work fast enough tq maintain competitive standards.
a. Perform at satisfactory rates on specific jobs.
b. Identify satisfactory rates required for specific jobs.
c. List reasons that a job must be performed at a certain

rate of aimed, e.g., production, quotas, deadlines.

90. Accept supervision. The student should be aware of the re-
sponsibilitiess of supervisors and should be able to modify
his/her work behavior in response to supervisory directives.
a.,Complete a job following supervisory instructions.
b. List the roles and responsibilities of supervisors.
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c. Identify appropriate responses to supervisory
instructions.

91. Recognize the importance of attendance and punctuality.
The student should learn the importance of being on time,
maintaining regular attendance on the job.
a. Identify. reasons for good attendance and punctuality.

e.g., responsibility to employer, production quotas and
deadlines.

b. Identify legitimate versus illegitimate reasons for tardi-
ness and absenteeism, e.g., illness versus oversleeping.

c. Identify appropriate actions to take if lute or absent from
job.

92. Meet demands for quality work. The student should be able
to understand and meet an acceptable standard of work.
a. Identify minimum quality standards for various jobs.
b. Identify reasons for quality standards. e.g., protect the

consumer, function of the product.
c. Perform simulated work tasks at at least minimum qual-

ity standards.
93. Demonstrate occupational safety. The student should re-

cognize basic safety precautions for different types of jobs

and practice these precautions.
a. Identify potential safety hazards_on the jobi e.g., slippery

floors, cluttered stairways, toxic chemicals. moving
machinery.

b. Follow safety instructions on the job. e.g., wear rubber
gloves, protective goggles.

c. Identify major reasons for practicing safety on the job.
e.g., protection of self and others, maintaining production
standards.

20. Physical/Manual Skills

94. Demonstrate satisfactory balance and coordination. The

student should be able to use his hands and arms in a
coordinated fashion as well as maintaining body equilibrium
while walking or climbing.
a. Demonstrate satisfactory balance and coordination on

simulated work tasks.
b. Demonstrate satisfactory balance and coordination on

nonwork tasks, e.g., sports, recreation.
c. Identify the relationship of balance and coordination to

job performance.
dAdentify jobs which are realistic in terms of one's own

physical capabilities.
e. Practice improvement in balance and coordination.

95. Demonstrate satisfactory manual dexterity. The student
should be able to use hands and fingers at a level commen-

surate with his/her occupational interests.

a. Determine personal level of dexterity in both work and

nonwork tasks.
b. Identify occupations commensurate with determined

dexterity.
c. Identify reasons for dexterity, e.g., appropriate use of

tools and equipment.
d. Demonstrate adequate dexterity on work tasks

appropriate to an identified occupation..
96. Demonstrate satisfactory stamina and endurance. The

student should be able to work for a full 8 hours without tir-

ing excessively.
a. Perform satisfactorily for a predetermined simulated

work task.
b. Identify jobs where endurance is critical, e.g., construc-

tion work, assembly line.
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- 'c. Identify the need for stamina on the job, e.g., to produce
expected quotas.

97. Demonstrate satisfactory sensory discrimination. The
' student should possess adequate sensory discrimination for

an identified occupation.
a. Demonstrate size and shape discrimination.
b. Demonstrate color discrimination, e.g.; .1111torine Color

Vision Test.
c. Identify the need for sensory discrimination on an kle,n-

titled job.
d. Demonstrate auditory discrimination.

21. Obtaining a Specific Occupational Skill

No subcompetencies are specified under this competency
because they would have to be unique to be particular skill being
acquired. Specific skill training being provided the student
should be noted on the CRS record form, for example: on the job
training, work-study programs, apprenticeship programs, and

_ public school occupational training programs.

a.
b
c.

d.
e

f

22. Seeking, Securing, and Maintaining Employment

98. Search for a job. The student should be able to utilize em-
ployment resources and follow through on job leads.
a. Identify the steps involved in searching for a job.
b. Identify a potential job through employment resources,

e.g.. employment service, newspaper.
c. Arrange a real or simulated job interview.

99. Apply for a job. The student should be aware f propriate

a
job application procedures and practice these pr, duets.
a. Identify appropriate job application procedur .

b. Collect personal data to be utilized for a job application.
c. Complete a real or simulated job application.
d. Apply for a real or simulated job, both in person and by

telephone.
100. Interview for a job. The student should be able to recognize

and implement the common job interview practices.
a. Obtain an interview.
b. Identify appropriate interview behaviors, e.g.. dress

appropriately, arrive punctually, sit and speak approp-
riately.

c. Complete a real or simulated job interview.
d. Obtain transportation to and from the interview.

101. Adjust to competitive standards. The student should re-
cognize his/her own limitations with regard to the require-
ments of a specific job and should know how to remediate his
abilities.
a. Determine the level of personal abilities regarding an

identified occupation.
b. Determine the minimum level of skill and performance re.

quired on an identified occupation.
c. Identify potential remedial activities Which might be re-

quired by a specific occupation. ..

102. Maintain postschool occupational adjustment. The student
should know how to obtain further training to facilitate
promotions or occupational change.

411,

a. Identify potential problems to be encountered from the
Job.

b. Identify potential methods for dealing with these iden-
tified problems.

c. Identify resources for assistance if problems cannot be
personally resolved.

SECTION IV INTERPRETATION

The Competency Rating Scale presented in this manual is
the first revision of the original CRS. The CRS remains an
experimental instrument for field testing only. However,
as indicated in the beginning of the manual, the data inr
Table A-1 provide prelimihary &defines for establishing
expected student performance. These data should not be
used directly for interpretation, since they were
generated from unmodified criteria and a different rating
key. Although it would be ultimately desirable for each
student to achieve 100% mastery, it is difficult to predict
whether this goal can be attained in any present educa-
tional setting. Each user will be faced with determining
whether complete mastery of a specified percentage of
the subcompetencies is preferable to a pa tial mastery of
all the subcompetencies. At this time, the suggested
method in interpretation involve the user's
identification of student strengths and weaknesses. Such
identification should prove useful for developing individ-
ualized education programs ( IEP's), as well as evaluating
IEP outcomes.. Since the CRS items are actually the sub-
competencies of the Life Centered Curriculum, low rated
,items,,,can be used to establish short term objectives for.
individualized planning. Readministration of tote CRS
can then be used to evaluate the effectiveness of such
planning by comparing pre- and postintervention ratings.

The CRS user can review student performance and be-
havior for any given rating period to determine deficient
areas. Such a determination can assist both in general
curriculum planning and in individualized planning. If a
large pert entage of students are deficient in particular
areas-if subcompetencies, competencies, or domains),
emphasis on these areas could be incorporated into gen-
eral curriculum planning. Individual weaknesses can be
remedied through revised IEP's. The user should be
aware that the rating key alloivs only three numerical rat-
ings. The operational definition of the 1 rating ("at least
one, but net all") makes student progress on a subcom-
petency possible without a change in numerical rating. A
student might require several years to progress from .a
rating of 1 ktp an individual subcompetency to a rating of
2. Therefore, in the IEP evaluation, the user should look
for short term gains in the larger categories (competen-
cies or domains). The present system will reflect short
term gains when used in this manner.'

The CRS user can review student performance and be-
havior over several rating periods to determine progress
as well as establishing realistic expectancies for typical
student growth and development. This interpretation not
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only provides the useldtvith suggestions for immediate
curriculum planning on a general and individual basis,
but also provides suggestions for long range curriculum
sequencing. This type of data should prove particularly
useful after systematic analysis, since there is little
information available to predict typical developmentil
stages in the career education of these students.

Although the identified subcompetencies, compo:
fancies, and domains are felt to be generally compre-
hensive, there is no evidence at present that these
divisions and their sequencing correlate strongly with
student ability to master these objectives at any par-
ticular age or developmental stage. Thus, the CRS user
has an opportunity to either formally or informally estab-
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lish expectancies and sequencing in each particular
setting. In summary, the CRS user can employ results to:

Determine individual student strengths irnd weak-
nesses.
Develbp and evaluate 1EP's for individual students.
Determine group strengths and weaknesses.
Plan immediate curriculum for groups of students.
Monitor individual and group progress.
Establish empirically derived expectancies for in-

dividuals and groups:
Establish empirically derived developmental stages for
these students in career education.
Develop curriculum sequencing and mOdification to
relate to expectancies and developmental stages.

11

4 TABLE A-1
Mean Competency Rating Scale Scores'

For All Schools Combined'

Domain
Competency

Grade 7
N = 61

Grade 8
N = 49

Grade 9
N 4ft

Grade 10
N = 58

Grade 1 1
N 36

Grade 12
N = 42

1-1 1.50 1.50 1.51 1.57 1.72 1.81

1-2 1.49 1.62 1.51 1.70 1.86 1.91

1-3 2.01 2.22 2.09 2.12 2.18 2:37

1.4 1.38 1.31 1.41 1.64 1.62 1.76

(1-5 1.82 1.93 1.77 2.00 2.06 2.25

1-6 1.67 1.64 1.60 1.86 1.96 1.94

1-7 1.31 1.29 1.24 1.36 1.46 1.86

1-8 1.72 1.66 1.56 1.76 1.71 1.74

1-9 1.78 1.61 1.61 4 1.83 2.04 2.08

Total 1.63 1.63 1.59 1.76 1.84 1.97

2-10 2.08 1.92 2.00 1.92 2.08 2.25

2-11 2.09. 1.94 1.88 1.91 1.94 2.22

2-12 2.12 2.07 2.06 2.14 2.16 2.41

2-13 1.92 1.86 1.80 2.02 2.07 2.34

2.14 1.80 1.66 1.66 1.82 1.80 1.97

2-15 1.72 1.71 1.68 1.64 1.77 1.82

2-16 1.98 2.04 1.88 2.06 2.14 2.20

Total 1.96 1.88 1.82 1.93 1.99 2.17

3-17 1.61 1.50 ,.1.67 1.74 1.94 2.08

3.18 1.30 1.18 1.19 1.48 1.82 1.92

3-19 2.01 2.03 1.97 2.13 2.20 2.36

3-20 2.28 2.17 2.23 2:34 2.47 2.42

3-22 1.12 1.24 1.22 1.64 1.80 1.90

Total 1.66 1.62 1.66 1.$5 2.05 2.14

Grand Total 1.75 1.71 1.69 1.84 1.96 2.09

'Based on 1, 2, 3 ratings, 3 being the highest rating.
'N = 285.

64-
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FIGURE A-1
Mean Competency Rating Scale Scores'

For All Schools Combined.'
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FIGURE -A-2
LIFE CENTERED CAREER EDUCATION

Competency Rating Scale
Record Form

Experimental'

DAILY LIVING SKILLS

Student Name Date of Birth

APPENDIX A /179

School__ City State

Directions: Please rite the student according to his/her mastery of each item using the rating key below. Indicate the ratings in the col-
umn below the date for the rating jerjod. Use the NH. rating for items which cannot be rated. For aubcompetencies rated 0 or 1 Itthe
time of the final rating. place a ch k (r) in the appropriate space in the yes/no column to indicate his/her ability to perform the sub-
competency with assistance from the commqnity. Please refer to the CRS manual for explanation of,the rating key, description of the
behavioral criteria for each Subconipetency, and explanation of the yes/no column.

Rating Key: 0 Not Competent 1 Partially Competent 2 dompetent NR Not Rated

To what extent has the student mastered the following subcompetencies:

Subcompetencies

.

Rater(*) NM MM MM MM MM MM MM

Grade
Level

7 7 8 9 10 11 12 .

pat(s) 9/1/
77

5/1/
78

5/1/
79

5/1/
80

5/1/
81"

5/1/
82

5/1/
83

I. Managing Family Finances

1. Identify money and make correct change

2. Make wise expenditures

3. Obtain and use bank and credit services

4. Keep basic financial records i f

6, Calculate and pay taxes

2. Selecting. Managing, and Maintaining a Home

6. Select adequate housing
,7. Maintain a home

8. Use basic appliances and tools
,,

9. Maintain home exterior ._
\

.9 Caring for Personal Needs.

10. Dress appropriately

11. Exhibit proper grooming and hygiene

12. Demonstrate knowledge of physical fitness, nutrition and weight
control

19. Demonstrate knowledge of common illness previmtion and treat-
ment

. , .

4. Raising Children and Enriching Family Living 'k VP

14. Prepare for adjustment to marriage
,

15. Prepare for raising children (physical care) -

16. Prepare'for raising children (psychological care)

17. Practice family safety in the home

1

1

0
0
0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0
0

0

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

0

1--
0
1 ,

2

1

1 .

0
0

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

0
1..
0
1

2

1

- 1

1

0

1

1

2

1

2

2

1

1

1

1).

1

2

2

1

1

1

.

1

2

- 2`
1

2

2

1

1

1

1--
1

1

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

1

2

2

I

1

1

1--
1

1

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

1

2

2

1

1

I.

1--
I

1

Yes No

x,--

X

x

X

x-- --
X

X

X

'The CRS is research instrument developed at the University of Missouri-Columbia'. Data resulting from the use of the CRS should be
dearly labeled experimental and should be interpreted with appropriate caution, Direct inquiries to: Donn E. Brolin, 16c Hill Hall, Uni,
varsity of Missouri, Columbia MO 66201.

-66-
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FIGURE A-2 (continued)

Subcompetencies

Raters/ MM MM MM MM MM MM MM

Grade
Level 7

,
7 8 9 10 11 12

Dates/ 9/1
77

5/1/
78

5/1/
79

5/1/
80

5/1/
81

5/1/
82

5/1/.
83

5. Buying and Preparing Food Yes No

18. Demonstrate appropriate eating skills 1 1 2 2 2 2 .2

19. Plan balanced meals 0 . 0 1 1 I 2 2

20. Purchase food 1 1 1 1 I 2 2 A

21. Prepare meals 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1

22. Clean food preparation areas 1 1 2 2 2 2 2

23. Store food

e. Buying and Caring for Clothing

1 1 1 2 2 2 2

24. Wash clothing 1 2 2 2 2 2 2

25. Iron and store clothing 1 2 2 2 2 2 2

26. Perform simple mending 1 1 1 1 1 2 2

27. Purchase clothing 1 1 1 1 1 2 2

7. Engaging in Civic Activities

28. Generally understand local laws and government 0 1 1 1 2 2 2

29. Generally understand federlil government 0 1 1 1 1 2 2

30. Understand citizenship rights and responsibilities I

0 1 1 2 2 2

31. Understand registration anck voting procedures 0 1 1 1 1 2 2

32. Understand selective service procedures 0 1 1 1 2 2 2

33. Understand civil rights and responsibilities when questioned
, by the law 0 1 1 1 1 1 2

8. Utilizing Recreation and Leisure

34. Participate actively in group activities 1 l 2 2 2 2 - -,.
35. Know activities and available community resources 0 1 1 2 2 2 2

36. Understand recreational values 0 1 1 1 2 2 2

37. Use recreational facilities in the community 0 1 1 1 2 2 2

38. Plan and choose activities wisely 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

39. Plan vacations 0- 0- 1- 1_ 1_ 1_ 1_ x_ _
9. Getting around the Community (Mobility) .

.

40. Demonstrate knowledge of traffic rules and safety practices 1 1 i 1 2 2 2

41. Demonstrate knowledge and use of various means of transporta-
Lion 0 1 1 2 2 2

42. Drive a car 0 0' 0 0 1 1 1 X

*Total Possible Score *Total actual Score p

ITPS) - N x 2 849 849 84, 84, (TAS) 3 74 .20 38 45 53 64 73
84, 84, 84' *Average Score

(AS) -TAS/N.48 .90 1.07 1.26 '1.52 1.74 - 1.76

Comments:
w.

. .

*Refer to the CRS manual for calculation and interpretation.

-67-
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FIGURE A-2 (continued)

LIFE CENTERED CAREER EDUCATION

Competency Rating Scale

Record Form

Experimental'

PERSONAL - SOCIAL SKILLS
p

Student Name Da of Birth Sex

SchooL___ City State

Directions: Please rate the student according to his/her mastery of each item using the rating key below. Indicate the ratings in the col-
umn below the date for the rating period. Use the NR rating for Items which cannot be rated. For subcompetencies rated 0 or 1 at the
time of-the final rating, place a check I ) in the appropriate space in the yes/no column to indicate his/her ability to perform the sub-
competency with assistance from the community. Please refer to the CRS manual for explanation of the rating key, description of the
behavioral criteria for each subcompetency, and explanation of the yes/no column.

Rating Key: 0 Not Competent 1 Partiqy Competent

To what extent has the student mastered the following subcompetencies:

2 Competent NR Not Rated

Subcompetencies

.
Rater(s) MM MM MM MM MM MM

Grade
Level 7 7 8 9 10 11 12 7.7

Date(s) 9/1/
77

5/1/
78

5/1/
79

5/1/,
80

5/1/
81

5/1/
82

5/1/
83

10. Achieving Self Awareness

43. Attain a sense of body

44. Identify interests and abilities

46. Identify emotions

46. Identify needs

47. Under tend physical self

11. A icing Self Confidence

48. Express feelings of worth

.49. Tell how others see him/her

50. Ace, praise
61. Accept criticism

52. Deyelop confidence in slif-------"/

12. Achieving Socially Responsible Behavior
sr

63. Know character traits needed for acceptance

54. Know proper behavior in public

56. Develop respect for the rights and properties of others

58. Recognize authority and follow instructions

57., Recognize personal roles if.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1__
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
.1

1

1

1

. 1

1

2....
1

1

1_
1

1

1

2

2

1

1_
2

2

1

1

2

1

2

2_
1

1

1

2

2

2

2_
2

2

2

2

2_
1

2_
2_
2

1

1

2

2

2

2_
2

12

2

2

2_
2

2_
2_
2

1

2

2

2

2

2_
2

2

2

2

2

2

2_
2

1

2

2
2

2

2

'2

2

2

2

Yes No

..

--
x

__."_
'The CRS is a research instrument developed at. the University of Missouri-Columbia. Data resulting from the use of the CRS should be
clearly labeled experimental and should be interpreted with appropriate caution. Direct inquiries to: Donn E. Brolin, 16C Hill Hall, Uni-

versity of Missouri, Columbia, MO 66201.
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FIGURE A-2 (continued)

Subcompetencies

Rater*/ MM MIDI MM MM MM MM MM

Grade
Level 7 7 8 9 10 II 12

Dates/ 9 /I/
77

5/1/
78

5/1/
79

5/1/
80

5/1/
81

5/1/
82

5/1/
83

13. Maintaining Good Interpersonal Relationships

58. Know how to listen and respond

59. Know hoI to make and maintain friendships

60. Establish appropriate heterosexual relationships

61. Know how to establish close relationships

14. Achieving Independence

62. linderstand the impact of behavior on others

63. Understand self organization

64. Develop goal seeking behavior

65. Strive toward self actualization

15. Achieving Problem Solving Shills

66. Differentiate bipolar concepts

67. Understand the need for goals

68. Look at alternatives

69. Anticipate consequences
.

70. Know where to find good advice

16. Communibating Adeqiiately with others

71. Recognize emergency situations

72. Read at the level needed for future goals

73. Write at the level needed for future goals

74, Speak adequately for understanding

75. Understand the subtleties of communication
,

1

1

0

0_

1

1

1_
1

I

1

1--
I

1

I.
2.......

1

1

1

1

0_

1

1

1_
1

I

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

2_
1

1

1

1-_
1_

1

1

1_
1

1

2

1--
1--
1

2

1

1

2

1

2

2

_I.
1_

2

1

1_
1

2--
2

2

1

1

2

1

1--
2..
2

2

2

' 1_
1_

2 -
1

_I.
1

2

2--
2

12

2

2

2_
2

2

2

1_
1

2

1--
2_
1

2--
2

2

2

2

.

2

2

1

2

2

2

I

1

2

1---
2_
1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

2.
2

_
x _
X_

'Ak_X

X

*Total Possible Score *Total Actual
(TPS) - N x 2 66, 66, 66, 66, (TAS)

Score

Score
TAS/N

32 33 41 54 56 60 60
66, 66, 66 *Average

(AS) x

Comments

.97 1.0 1.24 1.64 1.69 1.82 1.82

..._____
1 .

_

*Refer to the CRS manual for calculation and interpretation.

a
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FIGURE A-2 (continued,
LIFE CENTERED CAREER EDUCATION

Competency Rating Scale
Record Form
Experimental'

OCCUPATIONAL GUIDANCE AND PREPARATION

Student Name Date of Birth Sex

School. . City State

Directions: Please rate the student according to his/heemastery of each item using the rating key below, Indicate the ratings in the col-
umn below the date for the rating period. Use theNR rating for items which cannot be rated. For subcompetencies rated 0 or 1 at the
time of the final rating, place a check I el4n.the appropriate apace in the yes/no column to indicate his/her ability to perform the sub-
competency with assistance from the community. Please refer to the CRS manual for explanation of the rating key, description of the
behavioral criteria for each subcompetency, and explanation of the yes/no column.

Rating Key: 0 - Not Competent 1 - Partially Competent

To what extent has the student mastered the following subcompeencies:

2 - Competent NR - Not Rated

Subcompetencies

Bater(s1 MM MM MM MM MM' MM

Grude
Level

7 7 8 9 10 11 12
.

Dateol 9/1/
77

5/1/
78

5/1/
79

5/1/
80

5/1/
81

5/1/
82

5/1/
83

,,
17. Knowing and Exploring Occupational Possibilities ,

76. Identify the personal values met through work

77. Identify the societal values met through work

78. Identify the remunerative aspects of work

79. Understand the classification of jobs into different occupational
systems .

80. Identify'occupational opportunities available locally

81. Identify sources of occupational information

18. Selecting and Planning Occupational Chqices

82. Identify major occupational needs

83. Identify major occupational interests

84. Identify occupational aptitudes _VP

85. Identify requirements of appropriate and available jobs

86. Make realistic occupational choices

19. Exhibiting Appropriate Work Habits and Behaviors

87. Follow directions

88. Work with others .
89. Work at a satisfactory rate - .

90. Accept supervisimi .

91. Recognize the importance of attendance and punctuality

92. Meet demands of quality work ---_
, .

93. Demonstrate occupational safety

0 .

0

1

0

0
0 .

0'
0_

Nit
NR
NR

1_
1

1

, 1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0_

0

1

0

0

0

1_
1

1

1

1

1

1

* ' 1
1

2

1

1

1___

1,__

1

1

0 .

1_
1

1

2

2

1

1

-'''

1

2

2

1

1

1
___ .c ..

2...._
. 1

1

1

2

1

2
2

1

1

S

1

2

2

1

2

1_

2

2_
1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2
1

2

2_

2

2_
2

1

1

2

2-
2 .

2

2

1

2

2

2

2
1

2

2____

_

2

2

k
2

1

2

2

2

2

, 2

1

2

Yes No

,---

..

X

___ _-

x

, .

x

sr
'The CRS is a research instrument developed at the University of Missouri-Columbia. Data resulting from the use of the CRS should be
clearly labeled experirnental and should be interpreted with. appropriate caution. Direct 4pipliries to: Donn E. Brolin, 16C Hill Hall, Uni-
versity of Missouri, Columbia, MO 65201.
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FIgURE A-2 (continued)

t

Subcompetencies

Raters/ MM MM MM MM MM MM

Gmde
Level

7 7 1 8 9 10 11 12

Dates/ 9 /J/
77

5/11
78,

5/1/
79

5/1/
80

5/1/
81

5/1/
82

5/1/
83

20. Physical-Manual Skills
.

94. Demonstrate satisfactory balance and coordination

95. Demonstrate satisfactory manual dexterity

96. Demonstrate satisfactory stamina and endurance

97. Demonstrate satisfactory ,ensory discrimination

21. Obtaining a Specific Occupational Skills
a. il

i

I

1

.

NR

NR
NR
NR
NR

1

I

I 1

1

I

0

0

0

0
0

.2

)

1

1

1

1

0

0
0

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

I

1

1

1

1

1

2

2.
2

1

,

2

1

1

1

2

2

2

1

1

2

2

2

1

1

Yes

_
X

X

x

X---

No

_

'

b.

c.

d.

e.

f. .

'22. Seeking, Sectiri;pg, and Maintaining Employment

9ir Search for a job

99. Apply ior a job

100. InterView for a job

-101. Adjust to competitive standards
. "

102. Mcintain postschool occupational rkdjus ent

*Total Possible Score *Total Actual
83, 54, 54, 54,(TPS) N x 2 (TAS)

Score

Score
TAS/N

TAS

AS
,

.,

to complete

11 15

.56

86

27 37 - 41

1.37 1.52

45 49

.58 1.0 1.67 1.7554, 54, 56 *Average
(AS) x

188, 204, 204, 204, /*Cumulative TPS *Cumulative 63 113 144 161 178 183
204, 204, 206

*Cumulative
.

. .

.

Comments: Requires postsecondary vocational education

,68 .82 1.1 L42 1.86 1.76 1.78

.

automatic transmission repair training.
. , .

- ..

*Rejer,,to the CRS manual for'calculation and interpretation.
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